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ABSTRACT OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3. The process of wave reflection by a barrier is accompanied by the development of large
horizontal forces and resulting overturning
moments which must be resisted by the barrier and its mooring system. By Newton's Second Law, the magnitude of these forces is
equal to the time rate of change of the horizontal momentum of the water particles associated with the wave motion in the vicinity
of the barrier.
For total reflection under
shallow-water wave conditions, the total force
per unit length of barrier is the product of the
specific weight of water, the wave height and
the water depth, to a first approximation.
Thus, waves six feet high in a water depth of
40 feet exert a force of approximately 8 tons
per foot on a totally reflecting barrier.

This report presents the results of studies
of the problems and possibilities of mobile
breakwaters. The field of study was divided
into two main parts: the general investigation
of the hydromechanical laws pertaining to the
problem of wave height attenuation, and the
laboratory investigation of some specific devices which offered some promise of meeting
minimum operational requirements.
The following conclusions and recommendations have been selected from those enumerated in Section 5, and the numbering corresponds to that of Section 5.
A.

Conclusions

l. Energy may be abstracted from a given
segment of a wave train, with resulting reduction of wave amplitude in the lee of the affected region, by the processes of reflection,
interference, or refraction; or by the production of fluid turbulence or by a wave motor.
The processes of reflection and refraction divert the imposed energy away from the sheltered region; in the process of interference the
imposed wave energy mutually cancels with
that of a secondary wave system; the production of fluid turbulence converts the energy
of wave motion to that of random motion, and
ultimately, to heat; a wave motor converts
the wave energy to mechanical energy.

4. The process of wave energy dissipation
under non-breaking conditions, such as is accomplished by a submerged barrier, is accompanied by the development of horizontal
forces proportional to the rate of change of
momentum of the wave motion, just as in the
case of reflection. Thus, reflective and dissipative devices will be subject to the same
forces for the same degree of effectiveness;
the maximum, corresponding to zero transmitted wave amplitude, being the value given
in paragraph 3 above.
7. The surface current produced by a pneumatic breakwater is the only important factor
in the effect of the breakwater on surface
waves, the effects of the discontinuity in compressibility and density being negligible.

Of these five mechanisms, only reflection
and the production of turbulence appear feasible as the basis for mobile breakwater operation, since relatively simple devices will
operate on these principles providing sufficiently strong and rigid mooring systems
are provided. Refraction requires suchlargescale alteration of submarine topography that
artificial means of accomplishment are impractical. Interference requires the generation of a secondary wave train, and any device to produce this would certainly be more
complicated than a reflecting barrier, while
subject to forces of the same character as a
simple barrier.
Similarly, a wave motor
would be subject to forces of the same magnitude as a barrier and, in addition, would be
mechanically complex.

8. For practical power consumption rates,
only deep-water waves (L/d less than about 3)
can be stopped by surface currents.
Since
typical ocean waves of 10-to 15 -second period
have length-to-depth ratios of 10 or greater in
the inshore depths where breakwaters are likely to be needed, it is concluded that surface
flow is not a promising mechanism on which to
base a mobile breakwater. An additional serious objection to the surface current produced
by the pneumatic breakwater is that it consists
of two symmetrical branches, one directed
seaward and one shoreward. The effect of the
iii
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effect of dissipation is of much greater importance than that of reflection, but for barriers only slightly submerged, the two effects
must be more nearly equal in importance.
Regardless of the mechanism of operation,
effective protection will only be obtained at
the expense of forces exerted on the breakwater which are proportional to the change
of momentum of the flow associated with the
w.ave motion. Thus an essential requirement
for successful operation of such barrier is an
adequate mooring system.
shoreward current may be as detrimental to
operations in the sheltered region as the waves
themselves.
10. Submerged barriers reduce the energy content of waves transmitted across them by both
reflection and dissipation . For barriers whose
top elevation is not close to the surface, the

B.

Recommendations

l. No further consideration should be given
the pneumatic breakwater or other types of
water current barriers.

2. Future investigations of mobile breakwaters
should be directed at further exploration of the
possibilities of sub.merged barriers and of
floating barriers of the "Bombardon" type; a
synthesis of these types suggests interesting
possibilities. Of greatest importance in this
regard is the developm e nt of adequate and
practical mooring systems. The approximate
requirements of the mooring system are that
it carry a load of 10 to 20 tons per foot of
breakwater length, and maintain the barrier
rigidly fixed in position compared to the scale
of motion of the water. For typical conditions say waves 10 ft high and 300 ft long in a water
depth of 40 ft - the water particle amplitudes
are of the order of 15 ft, hence, to be effective,
the barrier must not move horizontally much
more than one or two feet.
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SECTION 1
PURPOSE OF STUDY

Need for Mobile Breakwaters
The need for a reasonably calm water surface for successful engagement in such marine
operations as ship salvaging, dredging, and
shoreline improvement and for military amphibious operations is well recognized. Although recent advances in the science of sea
and swell forecasting have made it possible
to minimize such losses as manpower casualties and equipment damage, there still remains a major problem, that of severe economic and strategic losses due to lost time.
The solution to this problem would seem
to be a device that could be quickly installed
to seaward of the operating area when high
waves threaten to curtail or halt activities,
and which would provide sufficient protection
from the imposed waves to permit a normal
level of activity . Such a device is generally
called a mobile breakwater, since it combines a degree of portability with the function
of the usual wave-protective structure .

ficient accuracy by considering the operational characteristics of the equipment to be
used and the probable maximum imposed
wave conditions to be encountered, as determined by "hindcasts" based on past weather
data for the area concerned.
As an example of this interrelation of equipment operation and weather characteristics,
the experience at Omaha Beach during the
Normandy invasion as reported by Bates (1)*
may be cited .
Figure 1 shows the relation between tonnage
unloaded and wave height at this operation and
indicates that some level of operation was possible with wave heights of 4 to 5 feet. Figure
2 shows the wave heights observed off the
Normandy beaches during the "Big Storm" of

TON S
11,000
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Requirements of Mobile Breakwaters
The two chief requirements of a mobile
breakwater are that it provide sufficient protection to fulfill its function , and that it be
capable of quick installation . The economic
aspects of such a device are not considered
in this discussion, but for non-military applications the cost may well be the controlling
factor on the feasibility of an installation .
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In considering the degree of protection
which must be afforded by a useful mobile
breakwater, it is important to realize that
total protection from the imposed waves is
rarely needed, and to require such a degree
of protection imposes a very severe and practically unobtainable condition, even for permanent breakwater installations. The actual degree of protection needed is a function of the
type of operation being sheltered and the
height of the imposed waves . Thus, for any
contemplated operation, the required breakwater efficiency can be calculated with suf-
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Fig. 1 - Effect of wave height on tonnage
unloaded at the Normandy invasion beaches.
After Bates ( 1)
June 19-21, 1944, during which seven hundred
landing craft were damaged or lost and the
floating piers at Omaha Beach wrecked beyond
repair. It is apparent that for this circumstance, a mobile breakwater sufficiently effective to reduce wave heights by one-half
would not only have prevented the costly dam-

* Numbers m.

parentheses refer to bibliography.

2
age, but would have permitted a small but
highl y important flow of material to the
beaches .

are a function of t h e expect e d usage and will
vary within wide limits that n l a y , however, b e
determined accurately for an y particular installation .
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Scope of Present Study
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Fig . 2 - Wave characteristics during the
storm of June 18-22, 1944, off the Normandy
invasion beaches. After Bates ( l)
Unfortunately, additional information of
this kind is not available in this office, and
until the systematic analysis of equipment performance data and storm wave data provide
more reliable figures, it is recommended
that a mobile breakwater be considered successful if it can be maintained in position in
a 12-foot sea and reduce wave heights in its
lee to one-half of the imposed conditions .
In regard to speed and ease of installation, reliance must be put on the accuracy
of present day wave forecasting methods.
The literature on this subject (2) indicates
that 24-hour forecasts may be made with
about the same degree of accuracy as weather
forecasts, hence the mobile breakwater must
be capable of erection in 24 hours if it is to
serve the purpose of emergency protection.
If, on the other hand, the breakwater is designed for semi-permanent installation, as
for a temporary advanced base harbor, then
it may be presumed that much more time,
possi J::,J.y se v eral we eks, would be available for
its erection . T h us a :sain, the r e quirement s

It is not surprising that considerable effort has been expended in the past in an effort
to perfect a mobile breakwater. A particularly persistent example in the literature of
such devices is th e pneumatic breakwater invented by Philip Brasher (3) in 1907 . Since
this mechanism was the one proposal with a
history of partial development, and since it
seemed mechanically well suited to operational use, the original objective of this investigation was the exploration of the hydrodynamic principles of the pneumatic breakwater .

Preliminary investigation of the literature associated with this proposal clearly
showed the absence of a sound background of
knowledge of the hydrodynamics of wave motion
on the part of the inventor and several subsequent protagonists of the device. This observation led to the expansion of the original objective
to the more general one of investigating the
physical process of s urface wave attenuation
in relation to feasible types of mobile breakwaters. With this objective, the investigati o n
has concentrated on the theoretical analysis
of the hydrodynamic problems represented by
various possible wave damping system.s, on
the experimental verification of these theories
where quantitative results were obtain e d, and
on model studies to establish order-of-magnitude relations where only qualitative results
could be obtained.

SECTION 2
REVIEW OF THEORY
Wave Motion
There are many aspects of gravity surface
waves, the most striking of which is the readily o bservable moving surface profile. Basic a lly, h o wever, wave motion is a fluid flow
problem, and can be successfully treated only
as such . From the hydrodynamic viewpoint,
the "wav e - shaped" profile of the water surface is merely the consequence of a characteristic fl o w regime existing in the fluid, and
1s not in itself of too great importance.

direction of wave advance, while garticles
under a trough are TT radians {180 } out of
phase, hence at the lowest point of their orbit
and have their maximum velocity opposed to
the direction of wave advance.
In equation form, the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a particle are:

a

-2

X
Many theories have been developed to describe the flow associated with wave motion,
of which the simplest is that due to Airy (4}.
The Airy theory is derived on the basis of irrotational m o tion and with the restriction that
the wave amplitude is very small compared to
the length or depth, but despite this restriction it is sufficiently accurate for most engineering calculations for waves of finite size .
According to this theory, the water motion
consists of an orbital motion of every particle
in the wave-disturbed region, the amplitude
and phase of each particle's motion being a
function o f the three wave parameters: height,
length, and water depth; and the particle's
position in the fluid continuum. The plane of
the orbits is vertical and parallel to the direction of wave advance, and the amplitude of
motion of a given particle is a function of {1}
the wave height, (2} the ratio of water depth to
wave length, and (3} the mean position of the
particle below the still-water surface.
The
orbits are ellipses, with the major diameter
horizontal and the minor diameter vertical,
and the direction of rotation is such that the
particle moves in the direction of wave advance when in the upper half of their orbits .
The motions of all particles in a vertical plane
perpendicular to the direction of wave advance
are in phase, while particles ahead of, or behind the reference plane lead or lag the particles at the reference plane by the fraction of
the wave length they are displaced times 2TT .
Thus, at a given instant, particles under a
wave crest are at the uppermost point of their
orbit and have their maximum velocity in the

y

b

=

2

cos 2TT

t
T

sin 2TT

T

t

-c

X

(la)

X

( 1b)

-c

where a and b, the horizontal and vertical
amplitudes of motion of a particle are given
by:

cosh~
a

h

sinh~
h

where

(2a}

--c-

. h 2TTd

Sln

b

(d+z}

(d+z}
(2b}

. h 2TTd
s1n

--c-

a

horizontal amplitude

b

vertical amplitude

h

wave height, measured from
trough to crest

L

= wave length

d

= water depth

z

= distance from still water
surface, measured negative
downward

Two important regions can be defined:

(1}

very great depths,

( 2} very small depths, dL

~

0

4
For condition (1), Eq. 1 can be written:
21TZ

a

-

--rhe

-

--r-

(3a)

21TZ

b

he

( 3b)

Hence, the orbits are circles, with surface
diameters equal to the wave height, decreasing exponentially with depth below the surface.
Atadepthofone-halfwavelength, z = -L/2,
the amplitude is decreased to four per cent of
the surface value, and at this and greater
depths the motion may be considered to be nil.
This is the basis for the well known wave type
called deep-water waves and for its definition
as wave motion such that the depth is equal to
or greater than one-half the wave length.
For condition ( 2), Eq. 1 can be written:

a

-

hL
21Td

(4a)

b

-

h(l+~)

{4b)

siderations in relation to the problem of stopping waves is evident from simple observations; for example, any device to stop deepwater waves need only affect a relatively thin
top stratum of fluid which contains most of the
water motion, whereas to stop shallow-water
waves, the device must affect equally the entire vertical cross section of the fluid region.
Wave Energy
Another important quantity pertinent to the
wave protection problem is the energy associated with a progressive wave train. A sufficiently accurate approximation of this quantity, for both deep- and shallow-water waves,
is the result obtained from the classical theory. This result is that the total energy in a
progressive wave train is one-half potential,
due to the elevation of the free surface, and
one-half kinetic, due to the particle motion.
The total energy per unit of surface area is
proportional to the square of the wave height;

{Sa)

E

where w is the specific weight of the fluid.
The energy per wave length is therefore:

""' ..1/. . .

0 .0

Hence, the orbits are greatly elongated ellipses with nearly constant horizontal amplitude many times greater than the wave height,
and linearly decreasing vertical amplitude with
a surface value equal to the wave height and
bottom value of zero. This is the basis for socalled shallow-water waves, or as usually defined, waves whose length is twenty or more
times the water depth.

The importance of these kinematical con-
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The flow characteristics associated with
so-called transition waves, those whose lengthto-depth ratio falls between the somewhat arbitrary limits of 2 and 20, can be easily visualized by interpolation between cases previously
discussed.
The particles move in elliptical
orbits whose shapes approach the circular
orbits of deep-water waves, or the essentially horizontal linear oscillation of shallowwater waves, as the length-to-depth ratio approaches one limit or the other. Figure 3 is
a graphical comparison of these three types
of wave motion.
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(Sb)

E

1
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1

1

, the group velocity, CG' is:

T- T'
where L is the wave length and b is the crest
width.
An important consideration related to the energy content of waves is the rate at which this
energy is transmitted forward. There is no
simple physical description applicable to this
matter, but it may be expressed in fairly simple analytical terms. Consider first the phenomenon called "group velocity, " to distinguish it from the wave celerity or "phase velocity . " It is a readily observable phenomenon, both in the laboratory and in nature, that
when an isolated group of waves is advancing
over deep water, the velocity of the group as
a whole is less than that of the individual
waves that compose it. As a result, individual waves appear to die out at the front of the
group while new waves appear at the rear,
reach their maximum amplitude at the center
of the group, and in turn die out as they reach
the front of the group.
A simple analytic expression for such a
group is obtained by superimposing two wave
trains of the same amplitude and of nearly the
same wave length:

n

a sin 21r(

= 2a

COS

21T

~

-

~)

[..!.2 (_!_L

+

a sin

- _!_ \

L')

X

---,--~:--,

1
1
C- C•

c

g

=

1
-1--1
T - T'

T - T'
L - L'

LL'
TT'

c2

dT
dL

{7a)
or,
since T

c

g

L

c

= c2

.

where c is the wave velocity,

dL
c
dL

C- L dC
dL

{7b)

This result has a simple geometrical interpretation; if the relationship between wave velocity and wave length be plotted with the velocity as ordinate and wave length as abscissa,
the group velocity for a given wave length is
the intercept on the o·rdinate of the tangent to
the curve at the given value of the abscissa.
Thus, in Fig. 4, OA is the given wave length,
AB the corresponding wave velocity, and OC
= AB - OA dC/dL is the group velocity.

21T(~, -~~
-

_!.
2

(l...T - _!_)
T'

t]

If L and .L' are very nearly equal, the cosine term of this expression varies very slowly with x, so the surface profile at any instant
is an envelope of sine curves in which the amplitude of the sine curves gradually varies between 0 and 2a. Thus the surface is a series
of wave groups separated by regions of relatively smooth water, and the motion of each
group is essentially independent of the others.
Since the distance between the centers of two
adjacent groups is

1

L - C•

and the time re-

quired for a group to shift through this space

'A

0

Wove

Length,

L

Fig. 4 - Graphical construction for determining group velocity. After Lamb ( 4)
For the case of deep-water waves, the wave
velocity is proportional to the square root of
the wave length, and the curve is a parabola,
thus OC = 1/2 AB, or the group velocity is onehalf the wave velocity.
For shallow- water
waves the wave velocity is independent of the
wave length, hence dC/ dL = 0 and the group
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velocity is equal to the wave velocity . For any
type of wave, the group velocity can be calculated by differentiation of the general expression for the velocity of a gravity wave:

~=0
5( +
c
. \

4;,.d

~lTd

0

. h
s1n - L

1.0

C

=1I//i!::
ZTrrL

tanh

2

"""' '\

Zrrd
--c0 .9

cg

\
\

C- L dC
dL
0 .8

- y
c (
-

l

+

--c- \
. h4rrd
s1n --r:- )

\
\

41Td

(8)
0 .7

\
I~

This relation is plotted in Fig. 5.
0 .6

The application of the above discussion of
group velocity to the problem of energy transfer
is in the calculation of the rate of energy transmission. Rayleigh (5) has shown that for waves
in any depth of water, the aver~e enerly transmitted per unit of time is wh /8 · C
dT /dL;
since wh2j8 is the unit energy content of the
waves, c2 dT/dL is the rate of energy transmission, and this quantity is the group velocity.

Methods of Wave Protection
Four fundamental methods of reducing imposed wave energy to produce a sheltered region can be distinguished:
(l)

the energy can be reflected back to
sea;
(2) the energy can be dissipated in the
form of heat through the mechanism
of fluid turbulence;
(3) the energy can be spread to cover a
wide area and the energy per unit
area so reduced, and
(4) the wave energy can be cancelled by
mutual interference with a secondary
wave train.
Of these four methods, the first two appear to be the only practical basis for the operation of a mobile breakwater. Type (3) is
represented by the phenomenon of wave refraction, and is completely discussed in the
literature. It is of practical importance, but
requires such large scale boundary conditions
that it is not feasible as an artificial wave
protective measure, although where natural
conditions produce appreciable wave attenu-
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Fig. 5 - Relationship between Cc/ C and d / L
ation by refraction, as over submarine canyons, it can be and is utilized effectively as a
"breakwater." Type (4) is a tempting theoretical possibility, but no practical means of
accomplishment have yet been suggested.
The total reflection of waves is the pr i ncipal mode of action of a conventional mole or
breakwater, and partial reflection may occur
wherever there is an hiatus in the fluid continuum or boundaries such as a sudden change
1n density or bottom profil e .
Wave reflection is a manifestation of the
law of cons e rvation of momentum, and occurs
whenever a boundary exists so that the momentum of the transmitted wave would be different
from that of the original incident wave . The
reflected wave that is produced by such a condition supplies the n e cessary momentum to
maintain the equality of momentum o n both
sides of the boundary. It will be shown presently that for the type of reflection characteristic of a physical barrier such as a breakwater, large for c es are required to be exerted
by the barrier to accomplish the momentum
changes.
This fact accounts in part for the
massive construction of conventional breakwaters and suggests some practical difficulties to the total reflection of waves by a mo-

7

bile structure .
The dissipation of wave energy results from
the derangement of the ordered orbital motion
of the fluid particles. The classical example
of this process is the phenomenon of wave
breaking, at the climax of which the great
bulk of the wave energy is converted into heat
in the turbulent wave front, which is essentially a shock wave. Such breal~ing occurs com-:monly on beaches, where the breaker zone is
so close on shore that no usable operating
area remains, and occasionally on offshore
bars, where the protection afforded the inshore area may approximate that of a conventional breakwater .
Other examples of
energy dissipation are the cases of bottom
friction {6), of percolation in a permeable
bottom {7), and percolation through a porous
breakwater {8). None of these are believed to
account for appreciable wave attenuation, theoretical calculations indicating that even under
very favorable conditions for percolation, the
percolation losses are less than the small
bottom friction losses . This conclusion suggests that little will be gained by choosing
operating areas for their bottom characteristics. There is no information available on
the magnitude of the energy losses obtained
with a porous vertical wall, but one consideration that may be mentioned in this respect is
that the production of fluid turbulence by this
means would be the result of hydrodynamic
drag forces acting on the porous barrier, and
appreciable energy dissipation would result
only from large drag forces; thus such a
scheme suffers from the same defect as a reflecting barrier . In the same vein, it should
be remarked that a structure designed to trigger wave breaking to seaward of the normal
breaker line would also experience large
forces, since it can be effective only if it can
alter the momentum of the fluid particles.
The elimination of an incident wave train
by destructive interference with a secondary
wave train is sound in principle, but unfortunately requires the production of the properly
phased secondary train.
The wave damping
characteristic of floating bodies is due largely
to such an effect, especially for bodies with
small draft. The pressure disturbance generated by the body in overcoming the vertical
component of momentum of the wave generates
secondary wave trains travelling in opposite

directions, one of which may partially cancel
with the transmitted wave and the other appear
as a reflected wave to maintain the energy
balance of the system. {Reflected plus transmitted energy equals incident energy.) However, calculations by Fritz John (9) indicate
that the required floating barrier must be quite
large - several wave lengths in width - to produce appreciable reduction in transmitted wave
height. Since such a barrier is effective only
because it suppresses the normal wave-shaped
free surface of the water, it must be quite
rigid, and not merely a membrane. Thus, a
floating structure designed to offer effective
protection against 400-ft long waves would
have to be approximately 800 ft wide, and deflect no more than say 10 per cent o.f the imposed wave height when subjected to the large
and nonuniformly distributed pressures which
are developed beneath the structure.
Consideration of the structural design requirements of such a barrier supports the conclusion that this device is impractical.

Mechanics of Wave Reflection
A convenient approach to the problem of
wave reflection is to consider the behavior of
waves in a canal with an abrupt change in
cross section.
Thus, in Fig. 6, waves are
incident from the left in a canal of width w J.nd
depth d which at x = 0 change to w and d .
2
2

Cz

---+

Elevation
~:~~~?i~f.:¢~~!$'~}~i¥·~'i~~~s~~at

&'~~f'A;;v.,~,~~~>%i

~

Plan

Fig. 6 - Channel with discontinuity in section

From Eq . {lb), the wave motion can be represented by:
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The ratios of reflected to incident and transmitted to incident wave amplitudes are found to
be:

(9b)
r
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wl cl - w2 c2
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+ w2 c2

where~ .
are the vertical coordinates of the
water stt'rla~e due to the incident, (assumed)
reflected, and transmitted waves, and i, r, t,
are the corresponding half-amplitudes of vertical motion of the surface particles, or half the
wave heights.
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These relations are plotted i n Fig. 7.
The physical requirements of constant pressure and conservation of momentum across
the discontinuity may be expressed as:
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where x 1,
. r, t are the horizontal coordinates of
particle motion. Restricting the discussion to
shallow water waves ( L/d)20), the horizontal
amplitude of particle motion is essentially
constant from surface to bottom and equal to
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Fig. 7 - Transmission and reflection coefficients at a channel discontinuity
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That these equati ons satisfy -the additional
requirement of conservation of energy is easily
seen , s i nce:

Thus we have:
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and, from ( 16) and (17)
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The momentum relationships for each of the
wave components is readily calculated from the
above values:
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momentum of the transmitted wave 1s greater
than that of the incident and, in this case, a
negative reflected wave, i.e. , one 180° out of
phase with the incident is produced and its
momentum is in phase and adds to that of the
incident to maintain the required equality at
the boundar_y. For other conditions, the momentum of the transmitted wave is less than
that of the incident, giving rise to a positive
reflection whose momentum cancels part of
the incident. A situation analogous to the latter case is that of a physical barrier, and an
important consequence of this case is that dynamic forces are required to accomplish · the
required momentum transformation . Thus, of
the total momentum in the incident wave, part
is transmitted and the remainder is turned
through 90° by the barrier, the latter motion
being eventually brought to rest by the action
of gravity forces .
The process of turning the incident horizontal momentum through 90° requires that
the barrier exert a force on the water , or resist a force , in ac c ordance to Newton's Second
Law :

w2c2
2-wl c 1
==

--w;-c;-

(19)

These relations are plotted in Fig. 8 .
way of check on the original assumption:
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Fig. 8 - Momentum relations at a channel
discontinuity
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Thus at a point of discontinuity, the momentum of the transmitted wave always equals
the sum of the momentum of incident and reflected waves.
For certain conditions , the

The particles so affected subsequently flow
down, are again turned through 90° with resulting forces on the barrier, and so form the
reflected wave.
A more detailed analysis of this important
process can be best followed by considering
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the effect of a rigid barrier extending from the
bottom to above the surface at x = 0. Since for
this case the transmitted amplitude is zero by
definition, and the boundary condition at x = 0
is:

()x.

dX r

i)t

vt

1

from all points within a quarter-wave len g th
of the barrier can be brought to zero only
(turned through 90°) by the action of forces
exerted by the breakwater .

The reflected wave amplitude is equal to that
of the incident, and the net water motion, being the sum of the two oppositely directed wave
trains, is :
t

X)

i sin 21T ( T - L

. 2
t
2 X
21. s1n
1T T cos 1T L

' t
X\
.
+ 1 sin 21T ( T + L )

( 22)

The resulting wave is seen to be twice the
amplitude of the initial and reflected waves
and, furthermore, it has lost the property of
being a progressive wave, since values of
x = n

~(where

n is an integer) correspond to

fixed positions of maximum vertical amplitude,
(2n+l) L
.
and values of x =
correspond to hxed
4
positions of zero vertical amplitude. Thus the
effect of a reflection from a vertical wall is to
produce a standing wave with antinodes at the
boundary and at intervals of one -half wave length
from the boundary .
The water motion 1n such a standing wave
differs from that in a progressive wave in that
the particles do not move in orbits , but oscillate in nearly straight line motion; particles
under antinodal points (position of crests and
troughs) moving only vertically and particles
at nodal points moving only horizontally. Figure 9 illustrates this behavior, showing the
instantaneous velocity vectors at points 1n
various parts of the wave during a succession
of time intervals . It is seen that the momentum is continuously changed through 90° at
each antinode as the motion converges and diverges from these points. At any such point
removed from the barrier, the momentum
change on one side is balanced by the symmetrical behavior on the other .
However,
the horizontal momentum of the part i cles converging at the singular antinode of the barrier

Fig. 9 - Particle motions

a standing wave

m

The required force can be calculated as
follows:
For shallow-water waves, the behavior of
the particles is described by the equation for
their horizontal displacement;
aL
x
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where a = 2i; twice the incident wave amplitude. The corresponding horizontal velocity
is:
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The total momentum in a unit strip of the water. bounded by the barrier and the first removed node at distance 1/4 wave length is:
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The rate of change of horizontal momentum
and the force required to produce this change
lS:
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The increase in water pressure at the barrler corresponding to this force is:
p

Ya

-d-- =

Ya

which is equivalent to a differential head of
amount, a, across the two sides of the barrier. Thus the force required to accomplish
the momentum change is manifested as a rise
in water level at the barrier of amount, a.
This result is, of course, evident from Eq.
{22), the elevation of the water surface above
its mean position being a at x = 0 and time
t = n
corresponding to the conditions for
maximum force on the barrier.

r'

Sft

a

y

Y a c

=

2i

d

0

= g

As a numerical example, consider the force
exerted on a vertical barrier in a water depth
of 40 ft due to incident shallow-water waves
5 ft high:

=

40 ft
64 lbs/ft

=

3

(sea water)

12,600 lbs/ft

The magnitude of this force and the resulting overturning moment (in excess of a quarter
million ft-lbs per ft of breakwater length) indicates the extent to which mobile reflecting barriers will have to approximate a conventional
massive breakwater. The preceding _analysis
is admittedly imperfect in that it is restricted
to shallow water waves and makes use of the
least elegant of available wave theories, but it
is still a quite close approximation of actual
events in the shallow water regions characteristic of breakwater locations. In this regard,
it may be noted that the more complete analyses of Sainflou (10) and Gourret {11) reduce to
the above result for shallow-water wave conditions.
The analyses of Sainflou and Gourret are
based on more elaborate wave theories which
take into account the effect of finite wave height.
Their method differs from the preceding analySlS 1n calculating the pressure distribution
against the breakwater directly, by partial differentiation with respect to time of the expression for the velocity potential characteristic
of the standing wave produced by reflection
from the barrier. This method yields more
accurate results than the momentum approach
for deep-water and transition waves, but reduces to essentially the same form as Eq. (2 7)
for shallow-water wave conditions. The momentum approach is used in this text because
it is felt to present a more graphical and more
easily understood approach to the evaluation
of the forces exerted on vertical barriers.
An additional factor determining the effe ctiveness of reflecting barriers, and one that is
related to the forces developed, is that of barrier rigidity. It is apparent that a free, massless barrier would move with the water particles and merely replace a section of water by
some other material, with the result that a
progressive wave train would be unaffected and
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no reflection would occur. Thus, to be an effective wave reflector, the motions of a barrier must be small in comparison with the
scale of motion of the water. From Fig. 3,
the horizontal amplitude of water motiori can
be determined as a function of wave height and
wave length-to-depth ratio; calculations for
assumed typical conditions indicate that a barrier must therefore be restricted to horizontal motions of a few feet or less. This imposes an additional requirement on the mooring system of a _portable reflecting barrier the system must not only resist the large forces
developed, but must be geometrically "stiff"
to prevent large motions as well.

Mechanics of Wave Energy Dissipation

to the steepest parts of the crest profile, is
120°. Breaking therefore occurs when waves
move into shallow water since the wave period
must remain constant, and the wave velocity
and wave length decrease with decreasing water depth:

c

=ygL

L

CT

At the present time there is a conflict of
opinion as to the cause of, and the parameters
controlling, wave breaking.
The classical
theory, and one still widely held, is that wave
breaking occurs when the surface particle velocity exceeds the wave velocity . Theoretical
calculations based on this assumption show
that this condition occurs when the wave steepness, h/L, equals l/7, and for this value the
crest angle, or angle formed by the tangents

L

The variation of C and L with depth are plotted
in Fig. 10.
Since the power transmitted per unit width
of crest must also remain constant up to the
breaking point:

The only effective mechanism of wave energy dissipation in nature is the phenomenon
of wave breaking, the effects of internal fluid
damping being neglibible, and bottom friction
being small except for very flat beach slopes
where it may account for approximately 20 per
cent of the energy loss. The extreme effectiveness of breaking waves as an energy dissipator is illustrated by the fact that when waves
break on a beach, practically no energy remains to maintain the water level inside the
breaker zone at a higher level than that offshore. Most authorities agree that some rise
of the inshore water level does take place, the
potential energy of the rise corresponding to
the unspent portion of the original wave energy, but this effect is so small that few quantitative measurements have been made . Measurements made at Bikini Lagoon for the case
of waves averaging 7 ft in height breaking on
a reef (12) showed the water level over the reef
to be maintained about 1. 5 ft above that of the
surrounding ocean, the corresponding potential
energy representing about 5 per cent of the
imposed wave energy.

tanh 21Td

21T

constant

+ \.)
Sln

~)

and the term in brackets varies from 1 to 2
between deep and shallow depths while the value of C continually decreases as shallower
depths are reached, it is seen that in the process of a wave traversing a region from deep
to shallow water, the wave height, h, will
first decrease slightly and then increase rather
rapidly, as is also shown in Fig. 10.
Thus
over a shoaling bottom the wave steepness,
h/L, increases until at some point the critical
steepness is reached. This process has also
been investigated by means of the so-called
"solitary wave theory" (13), a wave theory
particularly adapted to events in the breaker
zone, with the results:
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z1

tan ( 1 radian)

0.78

where:
hb

breaker height

db

water depth at breaking

h

deep-water wave height

L

0
0

=

on the barrier due to the same reason as 1n
the case of reflection; the change in momentum
of the flow associated with the wave motion.
Thus, where a structure prevents transmission of wave energy through the mechanism of
turbulence production, it will experience the
same forces as a totally reflecting barrier,
since in each case the same amount of momentum is being reduced to zero in the same
time interval.

Mechanics of Wave Interference

deep-water wave length

Thus, according to this theory, waves
break when the water depth is a fixed ratio of
1. 28 times the wave height, and the ratio of
wave height at breaking to deep-water wave
height is a function of the deep-water wave
steepness, h /L , only. While these results
0
0
are open to some criticism on other theoretical grounds, they are in substa~tial agreement with expe·rimental measurements for a
wide variety of field conditions.
The significance of these results in connection with mobile or artificial breakwaters
is that a structure such as an artificial reef
must be designed to protect against not only
the lower limit of damaging wave heights, but
also against the highest wave steepness expected to be encountered with this wave height.
For example, a wave 5 ft in height and 500 ft
in length would break on a reef submerged 9 ft
below mean sea level, whereas a wave of the
same height but 250 ft in length would pass
over such a reef unbroken, as for these conditions the depth for breaking is 7 ft..
These numerical examples also illustrate
a practical difficulty of artificial reefs; the
submergences are so low for good protection
that they are tantamount to constructing a permanent rubble mound breakwater.
Energy may be abstracted from a wave system by the production of fluid turbulence under
nonbreaking conditions, as will be discussed
later in connection with submerged breakwaters . This process converts the energy of
wave motion into that of random motion, and
ultimately, into heat. Where this behavior is
due to a physical barrier, forces are exerted

When two wave trains of the same period
and length travel in the same direction they
combine to form a new wave train whose amplitude and phase with respect to the original
trains are a functior" of the amplitude and phase
of the original trains. Thus two wave trains of
amplitude, a, and phase difference,
may be
represented by:

·f ,

(28a)

(28b)

and

(29)
where
C!

=

. -1
s1n

l

+

cos

rp

y2 (l+cos f)

is the phase angle of the combined wave with
respect to
The ratio of resultant to original amplitude
as a function of the phase angle, ~, is plotted
in Fig. 11, where it is seen that when the phase
difference of the original two waves is equal to
rr the resulting amplitude is zero, or mutual
cancellation takes place.
This mathematically simple method of wave
height reduction seems very appealing at first
glance, but the practical difficulties of intro-
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the result with the other half to produce cancellation have not been overcome so far. For
example, if a dredged channel is constructed
to intercept a portion of an advancing wave
front, there will be a point in the channel
where a wave segment will have gained a halfwave length on its parent, and if the channel
is terminated at this point the issuing wave
can be expected to cancel to some extent with
the surrounding unaltered waves. The critical length can be calculated easily by considering the distances travelled in the same
time:

= c t

for the parent waves

s

= c 't

for the channel

where s 1s the channel length
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Fig. ll - Effect of interference of two identical wave trains with phase difference ~

s

= 855 ft

( 30)

If the channel-is dredged to twice the ambient depth, (d' /d = 2) and the original wave

and for the same numerical case,
one-half the depth (d'/d = 1/ 2)
s

= 600

filling to

ft

Thus the required construction is of very lar g e
size.
Another, and more serious
objection to
such a scheme is that the channel would hav e
to be bounded by walls extending above the surface, since a simple trench or ridge on the
ocean floor would not produce the desired hiatus in wave crests. In this case, the wave
alignments would become curved due to the
refractive effect of the irregular bottom , but
the wave crests would remain continuous across the discontinuity and no interference
could be obtained.

SECTION 3

HISTORICAL REVIEW

General
Mobile breakwaters are a part of the great
legion of things more talked about than worked
at. The information available to this office of
past efforts to meet some or all of the requirements o f a mobile breakwater is limited, and
concerns only three avenues of approach to the
problem : the much talked of pneumatic breakwater, portable rigid reflecting barriers, and
floating barriers. Past experience with these
devices will be described and evaluated.

Pneumatic Breakwater
The pneumatic breakwater, as conce i ved
by Philip Brasher (3) and patented by him in
1907, 1921, and 1929, consists of a submerged
pipeline containing spaced discharge holes and
supplied with compressed air from ship or
shor e. The resulting screen of rising air bubbles is claimed to provide protection from an
incident wave train by "removing the support
from beneath the waves" and by "destroying
the resonance of the oscillating particles"
(quotes attributed to the inventor in various
popular journal accounts of the device). These
statements are pure nonsense, and the fact
seems to be that the inventor never understood
what little basis of operation does exist for the
device.
Various trials were conducted by Brasher
in the period 1907-29 , the most extensive being
the protection of the Standard Oil Company pier
at El Segundo, California (14) . The inventor
claimed uniformly excellent results for all of
these test~. but this is at variance with th e
fact that at no time were the trials followed by
a permanent installation.
Tests were conducted by Submarine Squadron Four at Honolulu in 1937 (15), which resulted in the conclusion by the personnel involved that the particular version of the Brasher
system investigated was useless for reducing
ocean wave heights but had some effect on

quieting white caps and surface chop, but even
for the latter was only about half as effecti'(fe
as a half-pint of linseed oil.
Model and prototype studies were carried
out in the U . S.S . R. in the 1930's (16) . The
limited information available on these investigations indicate that the Russian experimenters failed to analyze the problem correctly
and, in fact, seemed very eager to prove that
the device was very successful. Although disturbed by the lack of success with full scale
tests, they put great stock in their apparently
highly successful model studies. Analysis of
their data shows that the waves used in the
model studies had length-to-water depth ratios
between 0. 4 and 0. 6, hence the lower limit of
appreciable particle motion, being L/2 below
the surface, was but one-quarter of the depth .
Since the particle motion of typical waves- in
typical depths where a breakwater may be required is nearly the same from surface to bottom, it is obvious that the Russian model experiments bear no relation to any practical application . The reason for their success with
these abnormally "short" waves will be made
clear in the following discussion of another
foreign investigation.
The first careful scientific investigation of
the l?neumatic breakwater, and formulation of
a physically sound theory of its operation, was
accomplished by the British during World War
II. Model studies performed in 1942 (17) laid
the basis for a relatively complete understanding of the problem and an eventual theoretical
solution in 1943 (18~ Some illuminating results
of these model studies are given in the following quotations fr o m the British reports :

"Experiments soon proved that the suppressing of waves is due to upward water
stream, no matter if this be created by
bubbles or impelled water from jets or
propellers . "
"When wave length exceeds three times
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the depth, more air is necessary, while
at four times the depth the operation
fails."
"Swell, which is a result of distant disturbances, is unlikely to be affected by
the bubble breakwater . "
In 1943, G. I. Taylor (18) showed that the
horizontal surface current induced by the vertical water current mentioned above can prevent
the transmission of surface waves, and the
magnitude of the required current {velocity and
depth) may be moderate for short-period deepwater waves, but increases rapidly with increasing wave lengths. This theoretical analysis is discussed more completely in Section
4.1.
The one factor not considered in Taylor's
analysis is the effect of a surface current on
waves of the shallow-water type and, as yet,
no quantitative theoretical results have been
obtained for this case. It seems clear, however, from physical reasoning based on the
known flow characteristics as discussed previously under Wave Motion, (Sec. 2), that a
surface current will have less effect on shallow-water waves than on deep-water waves,
and this is amply confirmed by the British
model studies as quoted above.

Portable Reflecting Barriers
A direct but cumbersome and expensive approach to the mobile breakwater problem consists of floating breakwater sectwns into the
desired position in shallow water and sinking
them there to form a more or less impervious
barrier between the ocean and the protected
region.
In its simplest form these floating
sections have commonly been old or otherwise
nearly useless ships, some of which may be
maneuvered into position under their own power.
Such a construction is mobile only in a one-way
sense, since it is impractical, if not impossible, to salvage the breakwater components
when the protection is no longer needed. However, it is a possible emergency measure when
the situation warrants the effort.
Considered purely as a breakwater, such
an operation has certain disadvantages . First,
the breakwater must be constructed in quite

shallow water, as dictated by the vertical dimensions of available components.
Where
ships are used, harbor water depths of not
much over 20 ft must be accepted.
Second,
the breakwater sections used are not in general designed for this purpose, hence are not
ideally suited to resist the overturning movements, or ·of large enough mass to develop
sufficient frictional resistance to withstand
the sliding which may result from severe imposed wave conditions . As a result, the breakwater itself may be broken up and driven ashore if waves above some critical magnitude
are experienced.
The most elaborate and best-planned installation of this type was the installation at the
Normandy invasion beaches in June of 1944 (19).
On this occasion, both ships and specially constructed reinforced concrete breakwater sections (Phoenix) 60x60x200 ft were used to construct a protective barrier several miles in
length. Figure 12 shows the approximate arrangement of the special breakwater sections .
These special breakwater sections represent a
further approach to the aims of a mobile breakwater, since they were capable of being flooded
and sunk and subsequently de -watered and refloated, hence were truly mobile. Structural
and hydrodynamic defects in the design of these
sections resulted in erosion of their sea-bottom
foundation, with their consequent partial failure
during the "Big Storm, " but this development
represents a good first attem p t at a practical
method of temporary harbor protection that may
well deserve further attention.
>
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12 - "Phoenix" portable barrier

Floating Breakwaters
The massive appearance of a line of floating
ships has ledmany technically uninformed people to assume that such an array would surely
halt advancing waves. As an example, a very
popular rumor following the earthquake of 1933
in Long Beach, California, was that the U.S.
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Navy had prevented a disastrous tidal wave
from inundating the city by arranging the fleet
in the harbor in a protecting line between the
shore and the wave. The previous discussion
of the mechanics of wave motion provides a
clear understanding of the impossibility of
such performance since in the first place a
floating ship intercepts but a portion of the
fluid cross section, and second,
since the
mass of the ship equals the mass of the fluid
it displaces and is "short" with respect to a
wave length, it partakes of the motion of the
water particles incident on one side and transmits this motion to the water on the other side.
A special case of a floating object whose horizontal dimensions are large compared to a wave
length is discussed in Ref. 9. {See also Sec. 2,
Methods of Wave Protection.)
Some information of prototype experience
with a floating barrier is available in the form
of reports of the performance of the "Bornbardon" floating breakwater at the Normandy
beaches {20) . This barrier, cruciform in section as shown in Fig. 13, was constructed in
sections of steel plate and the sections moored
in line about one thousand yards to seaward of
the sunken barrier previously mentioned.

Fig.

13 - "Bombardon" floating breakwater

The Bombardon breakwater was designed on
the principle that a mechanical elastic system
will remain nearly stationary when subjected to
periodic forces whose period is short compared
to the natural period of free oscillation of the
system. {A common example of this principle
is vibration-isolating engine shock mount systems.) Accordingly, the Bombardon sections
were de signed to have rise and fall , rolling
and pitching periods long compared to the assumed imposed wave periods of 4 sec and,
therefore , were expected to remain practically
fixed in space and serve as a reflecting barrier.
It has been pointed out that the primary requirement of a reflecting barrier is its ability to resist horizontal forces; and it is this factor that
appears to have been ignored in the Bombardon
design. It is readily apparent that the floating
sections can develop reflecting properties only

in proportion to the stress in the mooring systern, and for effective operation against mode rately high seas the mooring problem becomes
extremely difficult. It should also be noted,
however, that a floating barrier offers one important advantage over more conventional types
of mobile barriers, since there is no foundation
problem such as proved to be a principal defect
in the "Phoenix" breakwater previously described.
It is a matter of record that the Bombardon
performed very well during trials off the English coast under conditions of moderate seas,
but failed completely during the storm of June
19, 1944 at the height of the Normandy landing
operation, although the sea conditions during
this period were by no means the maximum that
a mobile breakwater may be expected to encounter. The fact that several thousand feet of
Bombardon breakwater was installed in a matter of days under combat conditions is a strong
recommendation for the practicality of this
type of barrier. The single factor which remains to be solved is therefore the mooring
problem, and if practical mooring systems
many times stronger than the already elaborate installation provided at Normandy can be
devised, the Bombardon-type barrier will go a
long way towards meeting the difficult requirements of a successful mobile breakwater.

SECTION 4.1

LABORATORY STUDIES OF THE PNEUMATIC BREAKWATER

The purpose o£ the initial program in the
Laboratory's investigation of mobile breakwaters was to examine all physically possible
mechanisms of wave amplitude reduction by
the pneumatic breakwater, and to determine
for each such mechanism the effect on performance of the breakwater parameters - bubble screen width and rate of air release. This
investigation included both theoretical and experimental analysis and resulted in some important conclusions regarding the practicality
of the pneumatic breakwater.
Results of Theoretical Analysis

•

One theoretical treatment of the effect of a
pneumatic breakwater on surface waves, that
due to G. I. Taylor, was available at the start
of the program. This analysis considers the
effect of the surface current produced by the
pneumatic breakwater on the transmission of
deep-water waves. This analysis is developed
by writing the equations for the velocity potential of the wave motion in the surface stream
and in the under 1ying still water, and in deter mining the expression for the boundary conditions from the requirements of continuity of
mass and pressure at the free surface and at
the current-still water interface. The resulting equations can be combined to eliminate all
arbitrary constants and so yield a period equation involving the parameters of wave period,
wave length, current velocity, current depth,
and the acceleration of gravity. The equation
is solved by considering the period to be given,
since the period must remain constant in the
ocean and in the current region because the
same number of waves pass a fixed point in any
given time interval. In this manner the roots
of the equation, regarded as an equation for the
wave length, are discussed; the presence of imaginary roots indicating that the wave will be
damped out.
The period equation is transcendental, hence
it is difficult to make a complete determination
of its roots, however, the roots can be investigated by numerical methods, and the required
values of current velocity and depth to damp
waves of given period (hence deep-water length)
so determined.
Taylor does not discuss the physical basis
for the results obtained from the analysis, but

it is apparent from the formulation of the problem that in general the wave damping must be
due to interference phenomena. The analysis
shows that the wave velocity with respect to a
fixed reference system is decreased in the current region, hence a phase difference and resuiting cancellation will occur between the parts
of the wave motion in the current and in the
underlying still-water regions. However, for
the particular case where the current is of sufficient depth to intercept essentially all of the
wave motion (hence extends to a depth approximating one -half wave length) , the damping is
due to a different mechanism . as will be discussed presently (Section 4. 2).
In addition to the analysis of the effect of
surface currents on deep-water waves, the
paper by Taylor presents a method of calculating the surface currents produced by the release of air at depth by means of an analogy
to the air currents above a line source of heat.
Based on this method, with a release depth of
100 ft, it is calculated that for air flow rates,
Q, the following surface currents may be produced:

u

Q
Cfm/Ft

h
Ft

Ft/Sec

L
Ft

300
4,000
24,000

10
30
60

6.0
10. 5
15.0

100
300
600

where L is the distance from the screen to the
point w_here the current ?as the given values of
velocity and effective depth, h. It is seen that
the current velocity increases very slowly with
increasing air release rates, and the cur rent
flow (proportional to hU) increases at a slightly
faster rate. Qualitative experimental confirmation of these results was obtained in the model
studies, Fig. 14, showing the effect of tripling
the air flow rate to be a slight increase in maximum surface velocity and total surface flow.
The values of deep-water wave length which
will be stopped by the previously tabulated airflows, and the corresponding power requirements are:
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>..

Q
Cfm

Ft

(T)
Sec

Hp/Ft

300

100

4.4

20

4,000

300

7. 7

260

24,000

600

10.8

1575

Thus on the basis of this theory , the limit of
practical application of the pneumatic breakwater against deep-water waves _is for wave
periods less than 5 or 6 sec and, unfortunately
wave periods as short as these are not nearly
as common as those in the 10-to 15-sec range.
In addition, Taylor's analysis indicates
that the maximum water velocity induced by
the bubble screen is independent of the depth
of air release, but that the volume flow is proportional to the depth of air release. The surface velocities therefore remain the same for
equal flow rates, but the effective depth of the
surface currents is changed in proportion to
the depth of air release. -This results in the
conclusion that even 5-sec waves cannot be
stopped in water depths less than 50 ft.
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C g = velocity of gravitational
(surface) waves in a
shallow incompressible
fluid of the given depth.
Thus Cw is always less than both Cg and C. If
C << C , the waves are mainly elastic and Cw
is slig~tly less than C; if Cg<" C, the waves are
mainly gravitational and Cw is slightly less than
Cg.
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the wave velocity changes. Although this phenomena was discussed with reference to the
simple case where the change in wave velocity
is due to a change in water depth, the principle
holds true in the general case where the velocity
change is due to any cause. Schiff's analysis
therefore first calculates the wave velocity in a
shallow compressible fluid (the bubbly water
region), with the result:

••

••
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Fig. 14 - Water currents produced by a
model pneumatic breakwater
A second theoretical analysis of the pneumatic breakwater was developed by the Laboratory's consultant, Dr. L . I. Schiff of Stanford
University (21, 22). This analysis investigated
the mechanism of wave reflection by the aerated
band of water characteristic of the pneumatic
breakwater. As has been discussed in Section 3,
waves are partially reflected at a point where

P,R_

density of normal liquid

g

accelleration of gravity

h

fluid depth

p
0

pressure at the average
depth

As a numerical example, the case oft:: = 0 . 2,
f3 = l/3, h = 100 ft, P 0 g/pi. = 30 ft + 0 . 8x50 ft
(half depth at density 0. 8) = 70 ft is cited . For
this case' gh/ c2 is approximately equal to 0 . l ,
hence the waves are predominantly gravitational

•
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in character.

fluid movement in the former case than in the
latter.

Expansion of Eq{l) gives

cw

( 3)
Model Observations with the Pneumatic
Breakwater

hence
C

w

=

0.975C.
g

Thus even a very large air release produces
little wave velocity change in the bubbly water
region.
Further calculations to determine the amount
of energy reflected by the breakwater indicate
that for the numerical values previously mentioned, and where the bubble screen is maintained over a band width of one -half wave length
(optimum condition), the transmitted wave amplitude is reduced by only one-half per cent. Of
this small reduction, only 2 l/2 per cent is due
to the effect of compressibility, the remainder
being due to the change in density.
Additional calculations were made for the
case of a series of repeated bubble screens (for
theory of repeated partial barriers, see Section
4. 3), with the result that if the wide band of
aerated water previously discussed was split into
10 bands spaced one-half wave length apart, the
cumulative effect would be to decrease the transmitted amplitude by 27 per cent. With this arrangement the barrier would be extremely sensitive to wave length, the tolerance on barrier
spacing for effective reduction with 10 bands
being~ l per cent.

In addition to this poor outlook for performance, an approximate calculation of the power required to maintain a mixture
ratio of 0. 2 (density ratio of 0. 8) over a depth
of 50 ft and a length of 200 ft (one-half wave
length for a 400-ft wave) results in the excessive
figure of 300 hp per ft of breakwater.

A third theoretical treatment of the problem
was initiated by a Laboratory consultant, Marvin
Gimprich, of Stevens Institute of Technology, in
collaboration with Dr. Schiff (23). This analysis
was an extension of the work of Taylor to include
the case of shallow-water waves, which is the
case of most practical concern for typical breakwater installations. Although this investigation
was pursued to the point of obtaining the period
equation, the resulting 6th order equatio!l proved
unmanageable for practical calculations, hence
no numerical results were obtained. The general
analysis of wave motion presented in Section 2
indicates, however, that shallow-water waves
will be relatively less affected by a given surface current than deep-water waves, since the
current affects a much smaller portion of the

The first experimental program in the Laboratory's investigation of mobile breakwaters was
a qualitative study of the Brasher Air Breakwater by use of a hydraulic model with a scale
ratio, so far as wave parameters are concerned,
of approximately 1:50. The principal objectives
of this program were to determine the order of
magnitude of air flow rate required for · significant wave damping, to observe the behavior of
the model over a range of wave lengths from
deep-water wave conditions to shallow-water
wave conditions, and to observe the effect of a
thick band of aerated water as compared to the
thin band produced by the single discharge pipe
of the prototype device.
This investigation quickly showed that very
small air flow rates would indeed cause appreciable damping of deep-water waves, but even
with flow rates so high as to cause violent surface disturbances, the air breakwater had no
effect on transition or shallow-water waves. It
was observed also that the effect on these longer
waves was not increased when the aerated region was increased to a half-wave length in thickness. Figure 15 shows the similarity of results
observed for a wide variety of conditions: high
and low airflow rates and narrow and wide aera ted regions.
Some quantitative measurements of the effect of airflow rate on waves of various lengthto-depth ratios were obtained by use of the
electrical wave height measuring elements described in previous reports of this laboratory.
No attempt was made to eliminate the effect of
standing wave patterns and some s ca tte r in the
data may be due to this simplification. However,
the rather high level of random surface disturbances due to the breakwater itself rendered ac -·
curate measurements impossible in any event.
Figure 16 shows the results of these measurements, where the important conclusion regarding the significance of relative wave length on
breakwater operation is easily seen despite the
imperfections of the measuring technique.
These observations were made in a temporary wave channel in the Azusa Laboratory.
The channel was 8 ft wide and approximately
60 ft long, and was provided with a wave damping beach at one end and a transparent wall section near the center for wave profile observation . The construction of the available wave
machine dictated a water depth of 13 in. The
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Fig . 15 - Wave damping effect of pneumatic breakwater
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ly, qualitative experiments with a model of
what may be called a "waterjet breakwater"
were performed.
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Fig. 16 - Pneumatic breakwater performance
wave profile photographs were taken with a
4 x 5 in. camera and electronic flash tube lighting . Air supply for the pneumatic breakwater
models was furnished by two wave machine
centrifugal blowers arranged in series to provide the higher static head re-1uired. Blower
speed control was obtained by driving the blO\ver
induction motors from a variable speed generator. A necessary modification for the model
air breakwater was the use of multiple discharge
pipes instead of the single pipe of the prototype,
thus permitting a wide range of airflows without
requiring either an abnormally high discharge
pressure or an air release pipe so large that it
would block an appreciable area of the channel.
Two types of discharge pipes were used: standard 3/4 in. galvanized pipe with 0. 040-in. dia
holes drilled on 3/8 in. centers and 5/16-in. dia
drawn brass tubing with 0. 0135-in. dia holes
drilled on 1 in. centers. With a standard discharge pressure differential of 1ft of water over
the channel bottom static pressure, the discharge
from the large pipes is approximately 2 cfm/tt,
and for the small pipes approximately 0. 08
cfm/ft. A 2-in. pipe manifold distributed the
air to the discharge pipes, which could be connected in multiples of l in. spacing.

Model Observations of Surface Current Effects
The experiments with the model pneumatic
breakwaters, which verified Taylor's assumption that the rele<!-se of air from a submerged
pipe produces a horizontal surface water flow,
and the results of the theoretical analysis which
showed the small amount of wave reflection
which could be obtained due to the densitycompressibility hiatus, combined to confirm
Taylor's assertion that the total effect of the air
breakwater was due to the surface flow produced.
This conclusion immediately suggests the possibility that some means other than the pneumatic breakwater may be employed to more efficiently produce the desired current, as noted
in Section 3, "Historical Review." According-

The discharge pipes and distributing manifold of the pneumatic breakwater experiments
were used for these observations, a high-pressure water source (2-in. fire line) beip.g substituted for the centrifugal blower. The results observed were essentially identical with
those for the model pneumatic breakwater,
with short relative wave length waves being
waves of the transition type, or longer, being
unaffected for even greatly increased flows.
Figure 17 illustrates this behavior, and comparison of these photographs with those of Fig.
15 shows the striking similarity of results for
either air or water discharge fluid. With the
pressure differential used for the water jet experiments, the water jet energy for a given
orifice diameter is about 3 times that of the air
jet energy, hence the results for 2 rows of
. 040-in. water jets (Fig. 17a) and 6 rows of
. 040-in. air jets (Fig. 15b) are comparable on
an equal energy input basis.
The surface current of the pneumatic and
water jet breakwaters is the result of a vertical current induced by the air or water jets,
which divides symmetrically at the surface
into oppositely directed surface components.
The production of the vertical current by high
velocity water jets, as in the experiments just
described, is an inefficient process, hence
further experiments were made with a model of
a more practical prototype device which produces the desired vertical water current by
means of a low velocity, but large volume, jet.
These experiments were conducted in a new
wave channel, 4 ft wide by 130 ft long, constructed at the Azusa Laboratory for these and
other investigations (Fig . l8). This channel is
provided with a false bottom 5 in. above the
concrete laboratory floor, which permitted the
installation of sheet metal suction and discharge
ducts flush with the channel bottom. These
ducts delivered water to and from a 14-in. propeller pump mounted outside the channel, hence
the pump and channel together constitute a closed
system and the water level in the channel remained constant during a run. The channel was
subdivided by a temporary wall 32 ft long into
parallel 1-ft and 3-ft wide sections, the discharge
opening being in the 1-ft and the suction openings
in the 3-ft section. Figure 19 shows the general
arrangement of these facilities.
The 12-in. wide discharge duct was provided
with movable cover plates to form a discharge
slot or orifice adjustable from zero to 4 in. and
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Fig. 17 - Wave damping effect of water jet breakwater
the 20-in. wide suction duct openings were covered with expanded metal mesh to reduce the eff6ct on wave motion of the sudden change in
depth which they entailed. The characteristics
of the discharge jet and the resulting surface
flow were investigated with a Prandtl-type pitot
tube; velocity profiles for two discharge conditions are shown in Fig. 20. The surface currents decay in velocity and depth at increasing
distances from the jet, their momentum being
spread across the entire channel section by
mixing, and the circulation is completed by a
very low velocity movement of water from the
1-ft channel section to the 3-ft section and finally into the suction ducts.

From these investigations of the effect of
vertical jet parameters (jet width and velocity),
it was determined that a limiting value of jet
velocity existed, above which the jet broke into
violent transverse oscillation and generated
large amplitude wave trains. This phenomenon
was not investigated further due to lack of time,
and also to the fact that this critical velocity was
of the order of the velocity of a shallow-water
wave in the water depth used, hence of greater
than practical magnitude for any prototype installation.
For jet velocities below this critical value,
it was observed that the velocity and depth of the
surface current are substantially independent of

25
wave trains which included deep-, transition-,
and shallow-water waves. Typical results of
these measurements are shown in Fig. 21, where
the ratio of transmitted to incident wave amplitude for various wave types interacting with the
two currents shown in Fig. 20 is plotted. It is
readily apparent that the results are similar to
those of the water jet breakwater, appreciable
reduction of wave amplitude being accomplished
only for deep-water waves .
It may be noted that the jet energy for the
larger of the two jet conditions shown in Fig. 20
is about one-third of that for the water jet breakwater with 2 rows of. 040-in. dia orifices on
3/8-in. centers, or the pneumatic .b reakwater
Fig.

18 - Wave channel, 120 ft x 4 ft

Fig.

with 6 rows of . 040-in . orifices on 3/8-in. c~n-

19 - Arrangement of facilities for surface current studies
(a) Pump and divided channel
(b) Close-up of suction and discharge orifices

total discharge but are a function of jet velocity.
This relation is shown in Fig. 20, where the surface currents are nearly identical and the jet
velocities are nearly the same, although the
ratio of total discharge for the two cases is
nearly 2:1. This observation indicates that the
larger portion of the surface current is due to
the vertical eddy induced by the jet, which augments the pump flow for a distance outwards
from the center, then sinks and returns beneath
the surface to mix again with the jet. Time was
not available to determine the optimum discharge conditions for most efficient surface
current production, hence activities a long these
lines ceased with the determination of the probable rnaximum discharge conditions that could be
expected in a ny prototype installation.
In the second part of these investigations,
measurements were made of the effect of maximum practical surface currents on a series of

ters previously discussed . Comparison of Fig.
14 with Fig. 20, showing the surface current production of the pneumatic breakwater, indicates
that somewhat stronger surface currents were
produced by the low velocity water jet than by
the a ir breakwater, indicating that the former
device is at least three times as efficient as Lhe
latter.
In conclusion, it must .be remarked that with
a prototype depth of 50 ft, this most efficient
device would require an energy expenditure of
over 250 hp per foot of breakwater, and then
would be effective only fo r deep-water waves,
or those of lengths not over approximately 150
ft.
Conclusions
The results of this initial study may be summarized in the form of some conclusions re-
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ga rding the theoretical and practical aspects of
the pneumatic breakwater:
1. A pneumatic breakwater produces a vertical water current above the air discharge pipe.
This current divides at the surface to form two
symmetrical, diverging surface currents. The
branch of these surface currents which flows in
the direction opposite to that of wave advance is
the onlv significant factor in the effect of a :>'"' "! Umatic breakwater on the transmission of surface
waves. The shoreward branch of the current
may be as much a detriment in the sheltered
region as the waves themselves.
2. A pneumatic breakwater cannot act as a refleeting barrier. Since the bubble screen obvi ously cannot resist horizontal forces, the only
momentum change at the barrier is that due to
the small change in wave velocity in the a erated
region. C a lculations based on this fact show the
transmi tted wave height t o be reduced by only a
minuce dmount for even v ery high dir release
ra t es.
3. A pneumatic breakwater, except for the effect of the surface current previously mentioned,
cannot act as an energy dissipater. Calculations of wave velocity in the air bubble water
mixture show the velocity to differ very little
from that in the ambient normal water, hence
no increase in wave steepness with resulting
wave breaking can occur as in the classical
case of wave velocity reduction over a shoaling
bottom.
4 . The sur .f ace current produced by a pneumatic breakwater is much more effective in preventing the transmission of deep-water waves
than shallow-water waves. For practical power
consumption rates, only deep -water waves
(L/d less than about 3) can be reduced appreciably by the surface current.

Fig. 21 - Performance of water jet
breakwater
5 . The efficiency of the pneumatic breakwater
as a current pump in producing surface currents
increases with depth of air release, so that it
is doubtful if even 5-sec period waves with correspending L / d of 2. 3 could be stopped in a w a ter
depth of 50 ft.
6. Since typica l ocean wa v es of 10-to 15-sec
periods h av e length-to-depth ratios of 10 or
gre a ter in typical insh o re depths (s ay 50ft)
where breakwaters a re needed and where the
equipment h andling problem is feasible, it is
concluded that surface currents, and with them
the entire pneumatic breakwater, should be discarded as a promising approach to the mobile
breakwater problem.

SECTION 4. 2

LAB ORA TORY STUDIES OF WAVE DAMPING
BY UNIFORM CURRENT FLOW

Reasons for Study
( l )

The previously described experiments focused attention on the fact that the horizontal
surface water current was the sole source of
effectiveness of the pneumatic breakwater and
its vertical water jet variations. The observations concerning the small likelihood of surface phenomena affecting shallow-water waves
suggested the advisability of investigating the
effect of currents of uniform vertical velocity
distribution, since such currents influence the
entire vertical cross section of the wave motion
and could be expected t o be much more effective
than the surface currents previously studied.
A dditional impetus to this prog r am was given by
a simple theoretical tre 3.t ment o ( the behavior
of deep-water waves in a uniform current, based
on wave energy relations (24). This theory w a s
developed at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and is referred to as the ".:3. I. 0.
Theory."

The wave velocity with respect to the ground is
equal to (C + C'), where C' is the velocity of the
current, taken positive in the direction of pr o gress of the wave.

L
T

c-0

l.

Effect on Wave Length
Let the period, wave length, and velocity in
still, deep water beT, L 0 , and C 0 , respectively, where C 0 2 = gL 0 /2rr for deep-water waves.
Assume that a steady state has been established.
From this assumption it follows that the period
remains constant because the number of waves
which pass a fixed point in the region of current
must equal the number of waves which pass a
fixed point in still water. The wave length will,
however, be changed to a new value, L, and the
wave velocity relative to the water corresponding
to this wave length is c 2 = gL/2rr. Therefore,

=

( 2)

C+C'

Combining Eqs. ( 1) and (2)
2

c

c

c
or

0

(gJ

S. I. 0 . Analysis for Deep-Nater Waves
The S. I. 0. Theory treats the case of deeping currents head on by assuming that no wave
energy is lost until the wave steepness reaches
the critical value of 1/7, wl1ereupon all the wave
energy is dissipated in brea k ing. •'- further assumption, implicit in the restriction to de ep water waves, is that the ratio of group velocity
to wave velocity is constant and equal to 1/2. A
supplementary treatment for the case of oblique
intersection of waves and current is given in Ref.
(25). The calculation of change in wave length,
wave height, and wave steepness is as follows:

L

0

c-

+

0

l/2

(l

C'

(3a)

c0

+

v

l +

g~)

( 3b)

The plus sign must be taken because C must
equal C when C' is zero. From (1) and ( 3b),
0

L

r:::-

( 4)

0

where

a

( 5)

For a following current "a" is greater than
unity, while for an opposing current "a" is less
than unity. Thus, the effect of a following current is to incre a se the w a ve length, and the effect of an opposing current is to decrease the
wave length. When C ' is less than -C 0 / !, the
ratio L/L0 becomes complex but it will be shown
presently that all waves will become unstable a nd
brea k before C' reaches -C c/4. Figure 22 shows
L/L 0 as a function of C'/C 0 .
2.

Effect on Wave Height
In the region of the current, the rate of energy advance with respect to t he ground is the s utn
of the r ate of energy advance with respect to the
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Thus, a following current will lead to a decrease in wave height and an opposing current
will cause increased wave height. The change
in wave height depends on the ratio C'/C 0 , the
relationship being shown in Fig. 23 .
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Thus the change in steepness depends on the
initial steepness and the ratio C'/C 0 • The
waves will break when the steepness, H/L,
reaches the critical value of 1/7, hence breaking occurs only with an opposing current, and
always takes place before C 1 reaches the value
-C 0 /4, at which point the height ratios approach
infinity and the length ratios are still finite. The
ratio of wave steepness, H/L/H /L , is plotted
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Effect on Wave Steepness
From (4) and (8),
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Fig. 22 - Change in wave length due to
refraction by uniform current
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water and the rate at which the waves, hence
energy, are being displaced with respect to the
ground, or (EC/2 + EC ').

2.6
2.4

Assuming that the change in wave height
takes place over a short distance , any loss or
gain of energy can be disregarded and the amount
of energy passing a fixed point in still water must
equal the amount of energy passing a fixed point
in the region of the current.
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Fig . 23 - Change in wave height due to
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sistent with the general laws of wa v e energy
transmission.

17.5
l7.n

The theory is developed as follows: let the
wave length, period, and velocity in the undisturbed region be L 0 , T 0 , and C 0 , the same
quantities in the current region be L, T, and
C, and the current velocity be V .
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The preceding theory has been generalized
by the La bora tory to be applicable to either
deep-, transition-, or shallow-water waves.
This theory predicts the shortening of wave
length and the current velocity required to stop
given waves, but is not concerned with change in
wave height, since the theory is developed from
kinematic considerations and is independent of
energy relations. The remarkable result, which
required this type of treatment, is that when the
imposed wave is of the shallow-water or transition type , a critical current value exists which
will prevent wave transmission but does not
cause sufficient change in wave steepness to
cause wave breaking. By way of reference ,
it will be recalled from the S. I. 0 . Theory that
deep-water waves always break before values
of current corresponding to imaginary solutions of the equation are reached. In the present
case it will be shown that this condition does not
necessarily obtain when the initial conditions are
those of shallow-water or transition waves, but
that the value of current velocity corresponding
to the singular solution of the equation at the
point of transition from real to imaginary roots
is sufficient to prevent wave transmission nevertheless. It is also shown that this result is con-
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Fig. 24 - Change in wave steepness due to
refraction by u~iform current
General Theory of Wave Refraction by Currents
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In the general case, C will be given by the complete form of the Airy wave equation:
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Note that when the waves are initially of the
deep-water type, the effect of depth may be
neglected, and
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hence
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as in the Scripps Institution derivation.
Returning to Eq. (15}, we have a transcendental equation which can be solved by trial,
since it is assumed that the initial wave parameters (L 0 and C 0 } are known, as a re the
current v e locity and water depth.
For convenience of cornputation, let
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For values of V /C 0 less than the critical
value for which no waves propagate into t he
stream, this quadratic equation has two solutions for the variable L/L 0 ; at the critical
value the equation has but one solution, and
for greater values, no re a l solutions can be
obtained. This behavior is illustrated in Fig .
25, in which the results for a hypothetical case
are plotted.
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Fig. 25 - Graphical representation of the
general equation for wave refraction by uniform current
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Since Eq. (16} cannot be solved ana lytic a lly
to give values of critical current velocity c o rresponding to given initial conditions, its usefulness is somewhat limited. An attempt was
made to derive an alternate form of the equation {which was hoped to be analytically solvable} by making use of the fact that at the critical value of current, the slope of the curve
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Performing the differentiation indicated:

c
c- 2
is zero. This investigation proceeds as follows.
Rearranging Eq. { 1), and differentiating,
we have,

r
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Now, the second term on the left-hand side
of Eq. {19a) is the group velocity, Cg, of the
wave in the current region, or
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Noting that Eq. ( 11} may be written
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we have
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and from the requirement of constant rate of
energy transmission:

g

( 21)

or, the opposing current velocity required to
stop a given wa v e train, corresponding to the
point of zero slope on the L/L 0 , V /Co curve
is equal to the group velocity of the wave train
in this current.
This result is disappointing in that it also
does not yield an analytic expression for the
critical current value, inasmuch as Cg, the
group velocity in the current region, depends
on L, the wave length in the current region,
which is an unknown. One result which is of
great interest, however, is that this expression, derived solely from kinematic considerations, is exactly the result that is obtained
from energy considerations. Thus, the rate
of energy advance in a wave train is equal to
the group velocity, hence as long as the current velocity is less than this value, there is
a net forward transfer of energy and the wave
will propagate into the stream, but when the
opposing current velocity equals the rate of
energy transfer with respect to the water, then
there can be no further advance of energy with
respect to a fixed reference system and the
waves no longer propagate upstream .

(22}

From Fig. 5,

train. The lower of each set of simultaneous
values of L/L 0 for a given V /C 0 will never be
obtained in practice, since the wave length
reaches and stays at the higher value in the
physical proces-, of shortening, hence the lower
branch of the curve has no physical significance.
The change in wave steepness may be investigated numerically after the change in wave
length corresponding to a given current velocity
has been computed by use of Eq. (16}. Thus, for
the numerical example of Fig. 25, we have:
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Returning to Eq. (16), it should be remarked
that this equation can always be solved by trial
to calculate either the change in wave length for
given current conditions, or by constructing a
plot such as Fig. 25, to find the critical current to completely stop the given initial wave
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=

14. 7'

Thus, in this case, if the initial wave height
is less than 14. 7 ft, the critical value of current
necessary to stop wave transmission is not sufficient to increase the wave steepness to a value
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of 1/7 and so cause wave breaking. If the initial
wave height is greater than 14. 7 ft, the wave
will reach a steepness ratio of 1/7 and dissipate
its energy in breaking before the critical current velocity computed from Eq . (1 6) is reached.
Nwnerical solutions of this type indicate that
for the wave parameters and bottom depths most
likely to be encountered in practice, the waves
will not break before the critical c u rrent velocity is reached, hence for any current ·velocity
less than the critical, the waves will be transmitted through the current barrier with negligible loss of energy.
When the current velocity is equal to or
greater than the critical value, and the initial
wave height is too low to produce breaking,
the wave energy is dissipated by the following
process; the incident wave energy is "stored"
at the current boundary until after several
waves have reached the bqundary and the wave
height there is built up high enough for· breaking finally to occur. This process is considered
separately from the wave breaking of initially
high waves since the above process occurs during a longer interval than that of the wave period.
Experimental Measurements
1.

Deep- Water Wave Measurements
Experimental measurements for the purpose
of verifying the S.I. 0. Theory were made in the
8-ft wide wave tank described in connection with
the first pneumatic breakwater model experiments. In order to provide a closed circuit for
the flow, the tank was divided lengthwise by
means of a light metal wall, as shown in Fig. 26.
The flow-inducing device was installed on the
near side, away from the wave machine . The
flow circulated toward the wave machine in the
near side of the channel, around the end of the
dividing wall, and away from the wave machine

1n the far side of the channel. This horizo ntal
circulation pattern permitted the development
of nearly uniform flow across the channel sections (required by the theory) and permitted
simultaneous measurement of wave action with
both opposing and following currents. Current
velocities were measured with a midget current
meter and by timing floats on the surface and
correcting to obtain mean velocity.
The current pump consisted of a series of
vertical 3/4-in . pipes with drilled orifices directed horizontally upstream. High pressure
water was admitted to the pipes from a manifold, and the resulting water jets induced the
desired current flow. The small cross-sectional
area of the pipes insured minimum disturbance
of the transmitted wave trains. Figure 27 shows
the pump installed between the transparent wall
section and the channel di v iding wall. .
Wave lengths were measured from photographs, oblique views being used to show wave
profiles in the far channel, and both oblique and
profile views through the trans parent wall section being used for the near channel. Typical
photographic records are shown in Fig. 28.
Measurements were made for a number of wa v e
lengths and current velocities, including a ·range
of L/d values from 0 . 8 to 9 and C'/C 0 values
from 0. 06 to 0. 43. It is noted that the longer
waves are not of deep-water type, but are well
into the transition range . These data are included to show the definite limitation of the
S.I. 0. Theory in predicting results for deepwater wave conditions only.
Measurements were made of change in wave
length only, since the photographic measuring
technique was not sufficiently accurate to give
reliable data on the heights of the small waves
investigated. The results of these experiments,
summarized in Table I, show the theory to be

Fig. 26 - Refraction of deep-water waves by uniform current. Opposing current in
channel on near side of dividing wall, following current on far side
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wave propagation, for deep-water waves, and
in fact for "short" transition range waves . For
waves well into the transition range the theory
of course does not apply, and it is noteworthy
that this investigation shows a much greater
value of critical current velocity for these longer
waves than for deep-water waves, the data showing waves of L 0 /d = 9 to propagate freely in an
opposing current of 0 . 43 times the wave velocity;
whereas deep-water waves are completely stopped
when the opposing current velocity reaches 0. 25
times the wave velocity.
2.

Fig. 27 - Water jet current pump
quite accurate, at least for predicting change in
wave length and critical current velocity for no
TABLE I.

L /d
0

Measurements for the General Theory
A series of experiments was conducted to
verify the applicability of the generalized theory
of current refraction to waves of all types, from
deep-water to shallow-water. The experimental
work was conducted in a special channel adapted
from the main model basin. The model basin at
the Azusa Laboratory is equipped with a peripheral trench and a 24-in. propeller pump with in-

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

cjc 0

s . I. 0.
L/L

0

Measured

Theoretical
Values: L/L
0

Deep-Water Waves

.77
. 77
. 77
.77

-. 15
+. 15
-.28
+.28

. 64
. 65
1. 50
l. 30
completely damped
not measl. 51
ured

l. 23
l. 23
l. 23
1. 23

-. 12
+. 12
-.23
+.23

. 66
1. 37
.47
1. 50

.
l.
.
l.

71
22
41
45

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

-. 10
+. 10
- 18
+. 18

. 73
l. 19
.56
1. 42

.
l.
.
l.

78
20
59
32

4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

-.068
+.068
- 13
+ . 13

. 84
l. 14
. 70
1.4

.
1.
.
l.

84
14
71
23

9
9
9
9

-.059
+.059
- 11
+. 11

.98
1. 18
.83
1. 15

.
1.
.
1.

90
12
78
21

9
9
9
9
9
9

-. 15
-.20
-.26
-. 31
-.36
-.43

. 79
.75
. 71
.73
. 59
.58

. 65
. 53
imaginary
solution
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Fig. 28 - Current refraction of shallow- and deep-water waves
(a) - Refraction of shallow-wate~ waves by opposing. currents
(b) -Deep-water waves; opposing current in near channel, following current 1n far
channel. Note complete damping of waves in near channel
take near the bottom of the trench, and t!:lis
equipment formed the nucleus of the special
channel required. The section of trench upstream of the pump was covered at the model
basin floor level with steel plates and plywood
sheets, except for a section 6 ft long located
22 ft from the pump. This open section was

partially closed by 65 wooden slats 1 x 1 x 3/4
in. placed transverse to the channel. The resuiting series of narrow slots constituted suificient restriction to insure a uniform pressure
gradient across the full length of the opening.
Temporary metal walls were installed to produce a channel 4 ft wide, closed by a wave ma-
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chine at the pump end and open to the model
basin at the other end. By this means, the
pump circulated water from the model basin,
through the channel above the cover plates to
the slotted section, thence through the trench
beneath the cover plates to the pump and back to
the model basin. This resulted in a channel of
approximately constant depth in which the velocity was near.ly zero for a distance of 22 ft from
the wave machine, and then of any value up to
3. 5 ft per sec, depending on pump speed. Thus
waves were generated in still water and propagated into the current, enabling simultaneous
measurements of initial and refracted conditions . Figure 29 illustrates this channel.
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1.0
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.85
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.84
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1.0
.98
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1.0
.98
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.86
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.96
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.86
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. 60
.50
. 41
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-.275
-. 372
-. 475
-.556

.92

-.349
-. 447
-.552
-.663

.92

* d' /d

67
56
44
34

68
57
46
35

. 61
.47
. 43
. 26

is the ratio of the water depth in the
stream to that in still water. This change
accounts for some refraction and is accounted for in the calculations .

0

critical

Experimental

0

Experiment Theory

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF CRITICAL CURRENT
VELOCITY DETERMINATION EXPERIMENTS

V /C

4

L/L

0

Average

The results of these experiments are shown
in Tables II and III where they are compared
with calculated values obtained by numerical
solution of Eq . {16).

*

,,_. '

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF REFRACTED
WAVE LENGTH MEASUREMENTS

Experiments were conducted to determine
the validity of the theory for a range of wave
types including deep-water {L/d = 2. 5), the transition region {L/d = 10 and L/d = 17. 5), and shallow-water waves {L/d = 25). For each wave
type, measurements were made of the refracted
wave length corresponding to several values of
opposing current velocity less than the critical,
and the critical velocity for no wave propagation
was determined.

d'/d

,.(-OP£ Nif<fM•

Fig. 29 - Equipment for study of current
refraction of shallow-water waves

The measurement of wave lengths was accomplished by photographing wav.e profiles
against a gridded wall section. A 4 x 5 in.
still camera was used in conjunction with a 5-ft
long electronic flash tube and reflector for these
photographs. Figure 30 shows some examples
of the data obtained.
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Due to the backwater curve associated with
the flow in the channel, the water depth could
not be made the same in the still water and current regions, thus the waves experienced refraction both by the current and by the changing
water depth. The effect of varying depth can be
accounted for in the analysis, however, permitting valid comparisons of predicted and observed
current refraction effects.

L /d

•
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,.-C H A NN [L

V /C

0

critical

Theoretical

4.5

. 98

-.307

-.28

11. 3

.93

- . 474

-.47

19.7

. 86

-.555

-.55
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Fig. 30 - Refraction of waves by opposing current
The deviation of experimental and theoretical results is due partly to experimental error
in the measurement of the water depth in the
current region and in the measurement" of the
length of long, flat-crested waves, and partly
to the fact that the theory is based on the linear
Airy wave equation which is strictly valid only
for wave heights very small compared with the
water depth. However, the good agreement of
experiment and theory indicates that this simple
theory is sufficiently accurate for the prediction
of prototype behavior except in extreme cases
of very large original wave heights relative to

water depth.
In no instance for values of current velocity
less than the critical did the t ransition or shallow-water waves become steep enough to produce real wave breaking. In a few instances,
corresponding to large initial wave height and
high values of current velocity, partial breaking
occurred due to local or temporary instability
of the wave profile. Figure 30d illustrates this
behavior. In all cases, as is seen in the figure
just cited, where the current velocity was less
than the "c ritical value, a wave of regular profile
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was propagated into the current region.
Qualitative observations of the presence of
standing waves in the still-water region suggest
that some of the wave energy was reflected at
the boundary of the current and the still-water
regions, due to the difference in water dept~ in
these two regions, but this energy loss appeared
to be small and was not investigated quantitatively.
The significance of these results in relation
to the mobile breakwater problem can be seen
by considering a hypothetical prototype case.
Thus, based on the data of Table III, a wave
450 ft long in a water depth of 40 ft would be
stopped completely by a 9. 5-knot (16ft per sec)
opposing current. Aside from the power required to generate such a current (290 hp per
ft) the current would undoubtedly account for
undesirable navigation conditions in and around
the protected region.
Conclusions
l. A current barrier, to be effective, must
operate at the critical velocity as defined in the
preceding text. Waves are transmitted through
barriers of less than critical velocity with only
minor energy loss due to the increased friction
in the current region.

2. The operation of an artificial breakwater
based on a critical current barrier is impractical. Not only are excessive amounts of power
required, but the current itself would constitute
a hazard to navigation and the current-inducing
device would have to be firmly anchored in place
to withstand the thrust proportional to the mass
flow produced.
3. A simple kinematic theory has been developed which permits the calculation of the
change of wave length when a gravity wave of
any type encounters a uniform current, and
which predicts the current velocity required to
halt completely the propagation of waves of
specified characteristics. This theory has
been amply verified by experimental measurements.
4. The behavior of shallow-water waves in the
presence of a critical current barrier differs
from that of deep-water waves due to a different mechanism of wave damping. In the case
of deep-water waves, the wave steepness is increased by a refraction process similar to that
over a shoaling bottom, and wave breaking is
so induced. In the case of shallow-water waves,
energy is stored at the current-still water boundary until the wave steepness is increased to the
breaking point.

SECTION 4. 3

LABORATORY STUDIES OF SUBMERGED BARRIERS

Reasons for Study

mode of operation of a submerged breakwater.

The suggested use of submerged barriers
as a form of mobile breakwater has undoubtedly
stemmed from the realization that such structures, although not capable of providing complete
protection from waves, must correspondingly be
subjected to smaller forces and overturning moments than conventional breakwaters and will
also be free from the occasional but usually destructive impact forces which may be experienced by conventional breakwaters in the process
of wave attack above the waterline. Thus such a
device may be feasible to install and maintain
from the operational point of view.

2. Determination of the effect of wavelengthwater depth ratio on the performance of a submerged barrier.

When considered in the light of the previous
analysis of the mechanics of breakwater operation the submerged barrier also seems promising, since it can be expected to employ at least
two of the fundamental methods of wave attenuation, reflection,and energy dissipation. Also,
a submerged barrier can be expected to be more
effective in providing protection from shallowwater waves than from deep-water waves. This
desirable quality follows directly from the discussion of the failure of the pneumatic breakwater in this regard, since the hiatus in the
flow pattern represented by the barrier is so
located that it influences a greater percentage
' of the wave -induced water motion for large
length-to-depth ratios than for small, whereas
the opposite is true for the surface effects of
the pneumatic breakwater. An additional interesting theoretical possibility is that by the use
of multiple submerged barriers, the total refleeted wave energy can be increased greatly
by providing for in-phase interference of the
separate reflected wave trains.
A study of the use of submerged barriers
in or near the breaker zone has been made at
the University of California (26), the results of
which are of primary interest in connection with
amphibious assault operations . In the present
study the boundary conditions were chosen, as
in the other phases of this work, to apply to the
more general condition of offshore protection
in depths suitable for artificial harbors. The
particular aspects of the problem herein c'onsidered are:
l. Quantitative determination of the relative
importance of reflection and dissipation as the

3. Investigation of the possibility of utilizing
interference to augment the reflective ability
of a series of spaced submerged barriers.
4. Limited investigation of the effect of wave
height on barrier operation.
Theory of Submerged Breakwater Operation
A.

Wave Reflection and the Effect of
Interference

The theoretical expressions defining the
effect of wave reflection and interference on the
water surface have been developed in Section 2,
Review of Theory, but are repeated here for
ready reference.
The nature of wave reflection may be conveniently stated in terms of the equations of the
water surface as a function of two variables,
time and distance . Thus, a wave traveling in
the x-positive direction with amplitude "a"
(wave height= 2a), length L, and period T,
may be represented by the equation:
n

1

=

a sin 21T (

~

-

~)

( 1)

If this wave is partially reflected at a point
x = 0, a new wave of amplitude "b" and the same
period and length as the original is produced,
but travels in the x-negative direction:

( 2)

The resulting water surface in the x-negative
region is given by the summation of the incident and reflected waves:

n

= nl +
= (a- b)
+

n2
sin 21T

2b sin 21T

(~
t

T

-

~)

cos 21T

X

L

( 3)
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which is the equation of a standing wave of·
amplitude 2b, with antinode at the barrier
(x = 0), superimposed on a progressive wave
of amplitude (a - b) traveling in the x-positive
direction. For the case of total reflection,
a = b , Eq. ( 3) reduces to the familiar result for
this situation, a standing wave of amplitude
twice that of the original incident wave.
In the absence of any incidental energy
losses, the amplitude of the transmitted wave
is given by the law of conservation of energy,
and since wave energy is proportional to the
square of wave amplitude, the equation of the
transmitted wave is:

The coefficient of transmission is defined as
the ratio of the transmitted to incident wave
amplitude, or for the case of no energy loss:

( 5)

p =

a
Wave interference is the process of interaction of two or more wave trains. For the
special case in which we are interested, the
two wave trains traveling in the same direction with identical wave length, period, and
amplitude, and with phase difference p, may be
represented by:
n

1

=

a sin 21T ( ;

-

~

)

( 6a)

and the resultant becomes:
n

nl + n2 = a

-v

2 (l+cos

p)

. -1,/l-cosp
a = s1n
2

V·

( 7)

occurs.
The application of the principles of wave
interference is of great importance in the study
of the passage of wave motion through so-called
periodic or lattice structures as, for example,
in the theory of the transmission of electric
waves through crystals or filter networks, or
in the present case, the transmission of surface waves through a series of submerged breakwaters.
Each breakwater in such a series is the
source of a reflected wave train traveling in the
x-negative direction and if the breakwater spacing and wave length are such that these waves
reinforce (p = 0), the amplitude of the net reflected wave due to N breakwaters will be approximately N times the amplitude for one breakwater , at least if the number N of breakwaters
in the series is not too large and the individual
reflection amplitudes are a small percentage of
the incident wave amplitude, as seems to be the
case . The energy of the net reflected wave train
however, is proportional to the square of its
amplitude, hence the total energy abstracted
from the incident wave train (thus not present
in the transmitted wave train) is approximately
N 2 times the energy removed from the incident
wave train by one breakwater. The result is a
rapid increase in reflective ability for a moderate number of barriers, and the possibility of
utilizing a device in which each unit by itself is
a very weak reflective element, but acting together achieves appreciable . net energy reflection. It will be observed that this is the same
mechanism responsible for the calculated increase in reflective ability from one-half per
cent to 27 per cent of the pneumatic breakwater
example discussed in Section 4. l.
An important limitation of this technique is
that as the number of elements is increased,
the system becomes increasingly sensitive to
the requirement that the interfering wave components be exactly in phase. For water waves,
the proper phasing is accomplished by spacing
the barriers at multiples of one-half wave length.
Therefore, for an installation with a fixed spacing between elements, the range of wave lengths
for which appreciable reduction of transmitted
wave height is obtained narrows as the number
of barriers is inci"eased.
B.

Thus the effect of interference is to produce a
new wave of the same length and period, but
whose amplitude and phase are a function of
the original phase difference, p. The ratio of
the amplitude of the resultant and original waves
is plotted as a function of p in Fig. ll, where
it is seen that for p = 0, the amplitude is doubled
or maximum reinforcement occurs and, for
=
180°, the amplitude is zero or total cancellation

p

Wave Reflection

A theory of the reflection of deep-water
waves by submerged barriers has been developed by Dean (27), some results of which are
that for reflection coefficients greater than 1/4
(transmission coefficie·nts less than 0. 967), the
ratio of the submergence (distance from the top
of the barrier to the mean sea level) to the wave
length must be less than 0 . 0785. For a 30 per
cent (approx.) reduction in transmitted wave
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amplitude the ratio must be one -tenth of this, or
0. 00785. Thus the barrier must extend practically to the surface to affect appreciably the
the transmission of deep-water waves through
the mechanism of reflection.
A complete theory has not been developed
for the reflection of shallow-water waves by a
submerged barrier, but some important deductions regarding the qualitative effect of the
various wave and breakwater parameters may
be made by considering basic wave theory .
Thus, the process of wave reflection by a barrier is due to the action of the barrier in reversing the momentum of the fluid particles.
Since the vertical distribution of horizontal velocity and momentum is nearly uniform, and
the magnitude of these qualities is determined
by the wave height and water depth, a given barrier should affect the same proportion of the
total momentum for any wave height; hence a
given barrier installation should be expected to
reflect the same percentage of the imposed wave
energy for any wave height, so long as the waves
are of the shallow-water type, say L/d = 10 or
greater.

be observed.

C.

Energy Dissipation

The analogy between the effect of a submerged barrier and of a shoal structure on
wave motion is a convenient approach to the
qualitative study of the dissipative energy loss
caused by a barrier. If a barrier did not seriously alter the flow pattern characteristic of
the wave motion, the amount of imposed energy
lost by dissipation could be calculated by considering the work required to displace the barrier through still water at the particle velocity
for a distance equal to the horizontal orbit diameter, since by reciprocity this work is equal
to the energy abstracted from the water when
it flows by the obstruction with the given motion.
This calculation is performed as follows:
Work done on water in one-half wave period
energ' " abstracted from flow in same period

T/2

0

If a submerged barrier did not affect the
particle motion ahead of its position, it could be
expected that the reflected wave energy would be
equal to the kinetic energy of the imposed wave
motion in the strata intercepted by the barrier.
Since the kinetic energy is one-half the total energy of the wave motion, and for shallow-water
wa v es the vertical distribution of horizontal velocity, hence of kinetic energy, is nearly uniform, it would be expected that a barrier of onehalf the water depth would reflect one -quarter of
the imposed wave energy. Experimental measurements of reflected wave energy indicate much
lower values than the amount predicted by the
preceding analysis; this difference therefore
suggests that at some point ahead of the barrier
the kinetic energy begins to be concentrated in
the region above the barrier, leaving a stagnation region of low energy content in front of the
barrier. Thus a low barrier may act as a shoal,
changing the energy distribution in the wave but
not reflecting an appreciable percentage of the
imposed wave energy. If the barrier is sufficiently high, there will be insufficient depth of
the undisturbed strata remaining to permit this
shoaling process to proceed with small loss of
energy and, as in the case of true shoal structures which come near the water surface, appreciable portions of the energy will be reflected, and, as will be discussed presently,
even more will be lost through dissipation .
Thus, it may be expected that as barrier heights
are increased from zero to some critical fraction of the water depth, very little wave reflection will occur, while for barriers of greater
than the critical height, appreciable reflection
accompanied by large turbulent dissipation will

v

;

dt

0

Force on barrier

=F =

C

0

bpV

2

2

(8}

Wave energy in one -half wave length
=

wLh

2

16

Hence the energy dissipated as a fraction of the
total imposed energy is:

(9)

D

where:
drag coefficient
of infinite span

2 for flat plate

b

= barrier height

p

= fluid density = w/g

w

fluid specific weight

v

relative velocity of plate and fluid

T

wave period

L

= wave length

h

= wave height

d

water depth

From shallow-water wave theory, the rela-
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ti ve velocity of plate and fluid is:
hL
2dT

v

Experimental Measurements
A.

t

sin 2"Tr T

From which, performing the integration, and
with L/T
C = ~
D

b

h

d

d

( l 0)

Hence, for shallow-water waves, the energy
dissipation should be a linear function of the
ratios of barrier height to water depth and wave
height to water depth, and should be independent
of the wave length.
Calculations for barrier and wave parameters
used in the experiments are in poor quantitative
agreement with measured values of energy dissipation, the computed values being too small by a
factor of about 8; and although the barrier and
wave heights are found to be the important parameters determining energy dissipation, their
effect is not a simple linear one as given by the
influence of the barrier on the flow pattern ahead
of the barrier location.
As discus sed previously in connection with
reflection effects, as the barrier height is increased, the bulk of the kinetic energy is confined to a narrower and narrower stratum near
the surface. This results in increased dissipative losses due to the higher particle velocities, and in the limit, as with the case of true
shoals, in the possibility of wave breaking with
the resulting very large dissipative losses. The
possibility of causing wave breaking is enhanced
if the barriers are of appreciable width (as in
true shoals), as studied in the University of California tests previously mentioned.

A convenient method for investigating the
effect of a single submerged barrier on shallowwater waves is by the use of a solitary wave,
which is the arch-type of shallow-water waves.
The advantage of this technique is that the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves may be
measured directly, thus permitting an accurate
determination of the effect of barrier height for
a type of wave that approximates the rather
large wave length-to-depth conditions typical of
harbor locations. However, the water particle
motion associated with a solitary wave is decidedly different from the motion due to a train
of waves, since for the solitary wave the particles do not move in closed orbits, but c o ntinually advance, hence the quantitative results of
the solitary wave measurements a:re not strictly
applicable to the case of long wave trains. The
qualitative effects of relative barrier height on
reflection and turbulent losses as observed with
solitary waves should, however, be indicative
of the b-ends to be expected with shallow-water
wave trains.
The technique employed consisted of generating solitary waves by special manipulation of
the pneumatic wave machine at one end of the
120-ft wave channel and recording the vertical
motion of the water surface at points ahead of
and behind the barrier by means of electrical
conductivity wave height measuring elements .
The record from elements ahead of the barrier
show the sequence of incident and reflected
waves separated by a time interval equal to
twice the distance from measuring point to barrier divided by the wave velocity. Figure 31 is
a reproduction of a typical oscillograph record.
The barriers used were thin vertical walls made

~1
9 .8 sec .

Solitary Wave Measurements

7 . 5 sec.

,,

(Timing L1ne)

2 X distance to barrier
wove velocity

Element No I
28.3' ahead of burlier-~

Element No 2
10.6 ' ahead of barrier

Element No 3
10.0' behind barrier

\

--------------j--____,a.._

-

- - - _.. - - - -- - - - -Reflected
- - - - - - -Wove
---

!

'

~ l~'!_o_s:_d_ ~~v: __ ~

I
Fig . 31 - Typical record of partial reflection of solitary wave.
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of 16-ga . sheet metal reinforced at the edges and
bottom.
The results of these measurements are shown
in Table I. The turbulent energy loss is here
calculated on the basis of the solitary wave theory
of Boussinesq {13} in which the wave energy is
proportional to the three -halves power of the
wave height, instead of the conventional Airy
theory for wave trains in which the energy is
proportional to the square of the wave height.
TABLE I.

The £aired data from this experiment are
plotted in Fig. 33, and show the decrease in
coefficient of transmission with increasing
length-to-depth ratio which is due to the more
uniform vertical distribution of horizontal water
motion with increasing wave lengths. The curve
approaches a horizontal asymptote in the shallowwater wave region, this independence of energy
reduction on wave length for shallow-water waves
being in agreement with the general theory. It

EFFECT OF BARRIER HEIGHT ON TRANSMISSION
OF SO LIT AR Y WAVES

Ratio of
Ratio of
Ratio of
Barrier Height Transmitted
Reflected
to Water Depth Wave Height Nave Height
to Imposed
to Imposed
Wave Height Wave Height

0 . 67

0.95
0 . 90
0.88

0.83

0. 75

0.25
0 . 50

The results of these experiments are in
agreement with the general theory. Since the
waves did not break for any of the barrier
heights used, the plot of energy dissipation vs .
barrier height shows a nearly uniform increase
with increasing barrier height, with no abrupt
discontinuities . The plot of reflected wave energy v s. barrier height, Fig . 32, shows a marked
critical height effect, the small increase in barrier height from 6 7 to 83 per cent of the water
depth being accompanied by a large increase in
reflected wav e energy.
These experiments also serve to indicate
that submerged barriers, in the height range
believed to be practical from structural considerations, accomplish most of their wave
height reducing effect by energy dissipation
rather than by wave reflection.
B.

Preliminary Measurements with Wave
Trains

Preliminary measurements to indicate the
effect of a single ba:r;-rier on wave trains were
obtained with a barrier height of one -half the
water depth, and with but a single wave height
measuring element ahead of the barrier. With
this measuring technique the incident wave
amplitude is determined with a possible error
of plus or minus the reflected wave amplitude ,
or n = a t b, as will be discussed presently.
With this limited measuring technique it is not
possible to determine the division of energy reduction between the reflected and dissipated
comp o nents .

Per Cent of Imposed
Wave Energy
in ReflecLost by
ted Wave
Turbulence

0.00
0 . 08

0.0
2. 3

0. 12
0 . 26

4.2
13.0

7.4
12. 3
13. 5

22.0

is apparent that the asymptotic value, approximately 0. 75, is much less than the value of 0. 90
observed for the same barrier conditions with
the solitary wave. This illustrates the previous remarks concerning the limitations on
the use of solitary waves as a method of studying wave train phenomena.
C.

Exact Measurements with Wave Trains

In order to measure the separate effects
of reflection and dissipation, it is necessary to
measure the imposed wave height and the refleeted wave height in the region ahead of the
1>· ,----------.----------~-----------,----------,

~

i 101------------l-----------+-----------r--+------

J

0

075

0

Rallo

10

Bomer Heu~ht to Water Depth

Fig. 32 - Energy reflection q,s a function of
barrier height for solitary wave
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barrier where the two wave trains combine to
produce a standing wave pattern. If there is no
energy lost at the barrier by dissipation, so
that the energy in the transmitted wave equals
the sum of incident and reflected wave energy,
the problem is a simple one, as may be seen
as follows:
Eq. {3), which represents the wa te r surface
between the wave machine and the barrier, may
be written in the form
t

X
.
n = {a+b) cos 2lTL
Sln 21T

21T

~ )
( 12)

X

.

2

2 1T

X

L ,

the sum of the squares of wave amplitude measurements made a quarter-wave length apart is:
( 13)
and since we assume the amplitude of the transmitted wave to be:
n3

=

\ja 2

- b

2

{14)

it is possible to solve for "a," the amplitude of
the imposed wave, from three measurements of
wave height, nl and n2, a quarter-wave length
apart in the region ahead of the barriers, and
n3, the transmitted wave height in the protected
region behind the barriers .
The coefficient of transmission would then be
given by:
p

=l/ra~2~:-b~2--,~/1==~2~~n~3~~==~~
V2

n3

+

i

[<n 12 + n:)

J

( 1 5)

If, howe ve r , a percentage N of the incident
wave energy is lost by dissipation, n is given
3
bv

V{

1 - N) a

2

.

t

s1n 21T T

LX cos 21T Tt

1

= {a+b) sin 21T

Tt

( 16)

and corresponding to positions a quarter -wave
length away, where
cos 21T 2:_= 0 sin 21T 2:_= 1 the equation is:
L
'
L
'
n

2

= {a- b) cos 21T

Tt

( 1 7)

Thus, by taking a particular case of the previously described measuring technique, where
the measuring elements are not only a quarterwave length apart, but are positioned at points
of maximum and minimum vertical water motion,
we may solve for "a" and "b" directly

. 2 2 1T( x +L L/ 4 )
Sl.nce cos 2 2 1T (x +L L/4) - Sln

L + s1n

X

L

It is seen that corresponding to positions
where cos 2rr ~ = 1, the equation of the water
surface is:

( 11 )

T

The absolute magnitude of {11) , considered as
a function of "t", is

21T

. 2 1T
- ( a- b) s1n

n

t

- (a-b) sin 21T Leos 21r

2

n = ( a+ b ) cos 2 1T

T

X

= -cos

it is again convenient to consider the form of the
equation of the water surface given by Eq. { ll):

2
- b ,

and with this additional variable the problem
cannot be solved in this manner. For this case,

a

=

1

2

1

b

2

(nl + n2)

{ 18a)

{nl - n2)

( 18b}

Then, since n 3 , the amplitude of the transmitted
wave, is equal to 1/{l-N) a2- b2

N

=1

-

( 19)

A limited number of experiments was made
utilizing this measuring technique for a single
barrier of height one-half the water depth. The
values of coefficient of transmission so determined for three values of L/d are plotted in
Fig. 33, and the corresponding values of reflected and dissipated energy are shown in
Table II.
These measurements verify the conclusions
of the solitary wave experiments with regard to
the relative importance of reflection and dissipation as wave energy reducing mechanisms for
submerged barriers of moderate height, and indicate that for wave trains the quantitative effect of reflection is even less, and of dissipation more, than the corresponding phenomena
for solitary waves.
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result is to be expected, since if each barrier
of the series abstracted a fraction a of the energy incident at the barTier, the net effect WOUld
be given by the geometric progression:

0

•

~

8

-~

~

L

F--

= a r[! + {1

- a) + (1 - a)

2

+ (1 - a) 3 +

.7

-Avet'OC)II of pr.einway
O

' ( 20)
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RATIO WAVE LENGTH TO WATER DEPTH

"

and the corresponding ratio of total energy abstracted by "n" barriers to that abstracted by a
single barrier would be

20

Fig. 33 - Effect of wave length on barrier
performance for barrier height of one -half
the water depth
D.

--- J

(21 )

which with the value of a= 0 . 35 observed in the
single barrier experiments gives a r _a tio of

Exact Measurements with Multiple
Barriers

A series of experiments was made with
an installation of four barriers of fixed height
{one -half the water depth) and fixed spacing
{five times the water depth) to investigate the
effect of multiple barriers on the coefficient of
transmission, to investigate the phenomenon of
interference between the individual reflected
waves, and to investigate the effect of wave
height on barrier performance.

2.35

l. Effect of Multiple Barriers on Coefficient of Transmission.

As remarked previously in this section, the
fraction a of energy dissipated by a barrier is
not constant, but is some function of wave height,
lower values of wave height corresponding to
lower values of a. This factor tends to reduce
the above calculated ratios and indicates an even
closer agreement of experiment to theory.

The over-all effectiveness of this arrangement in attenuating waves of different L/d ratio
but of nearly constant height of 0 . l6d is shown
in Fig . 34, and there compared with the previously discussed results for a single barrier .
These results indicate that relatively small increments of wave damping are obtained by multiplying the number of low barriers in a submerged breakwater system, the total energy abstracted by the four barriers being but twice that for
the single barrier, and the corresponding reduction in amplitude in the protected region being
twice that observed for a single barrier . This

2. Effect of Multiple Barriers on Wave
Reflection.
The individual reflected waves from each
of a series of equally spaced barriers will combine to form a single reflected wave whose amplitude is a function of the phase relations of the
original separate waves. If the phase angle between successive waves is zero {0), the waves
will mutually reinforce each other and the maximum amplitude net reflected w a v e will be obtained, whereas if the phase angle .is 1T {180°) ,
the waves will cancel. The condition for m a ximum reinforcement will occur when the travel

TABLE II.

EFFECT OF RELATIVE WAVE LENGTH ON TRANSMISSiON
OVER A SINGLE BARRIER OF HEIGHT EQUAL TO
ONE-HALF THE WATER DEPTH

Ratio of
Wave Length
to
Water Depth

Ratio o f
Transmitted
Wave Height
to Imposed
Wave Height

Ratio of
Reflected
Wave Height
to Imposed
Wave Height

5
10
15

0. 92
0.82
0. 78

0. 13
0.04
0.09

Per Cent of Imposed
Wave Energy
in ReflecLost by
ted Wave Turbulence
1.7
0.2
0.8

13. 7
32. 5
38. 3
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Similarly, the condition for mutual cancellation
is given by:
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Fig. 34 - Effect of wave length on multiple
barrier performance for barrier height onehalf the water depth

Numeric a lly , Eqs . (22} and (23} indicate that
with a fixed barrier spacing, waves of length
2, l, 2/3,1/2, etc., times the barrier spacing
will be strongly reflected, and waves of length
4,4/3,4/5,4/7, etc. , times the barrier spacing will be weakly reflected. The fact that the
difference between wave lengths strongly or
weakly reflected becomes very small for values
of "n" larger than one, indicates the impossibility of designing a wave -reflecting system to
operate efficiently for more than a single wave
length .

time between barriers is an integer multiple of
half the wa v e period , so that the wa v e transmitted past one barrier will reflect from the
next a nd arri v e back at the original at the same
instant that a new reflected wave is starting at
the first barrier, or:

The wave lengths used in this p art of the
study were chosen to include both strongly and
weakly reflecting conditions, as well as intermediate points, covering a range of values of
"n" from zero (0} to four (4}. The results of
those measurements are summarized in Table
Ill.
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TABLE III.

Rel a ti v e
Wave Length
L/d
2 l/ 2
5
7 l/2
10
12 l/2
15
20

EFFECT OF FOUR BARRIERS ON REFLECTION OF
WAVE TRAINS OF VARIOUS LENGTHS

Ratio o f
W a ve Length
to Barrier
Spacing, L/s
1/2
3/2
2
5/2
3
4

These results are in good agreement with
the theory, and indicate the extreme sensitivity
of reflection by spaced barriers to the wave
length-barrier spacing ratio. The relative wave
height is nearly the same for all of these data
except the shortest and longest waves investigated; limitations of laborat ory equipment performance necessitated the use of lower wave
heights for these conditions . The explanation
for the relatively small amount of reflection
obser v ed for the shortest wave is not an aberration of theory but rather that this wave, with
an L/d of 2 1/Z,is nearly an ideally deep-water
wave, hence the particle velocity in the region
of the barriers is small compared to the sur-

Theoretical
Phase
Angle
oo
oo
+ l 20°
oo
72°
-120 °
±180 °

Theoretic a l
Reflection
Characteris tic

Relative
Wave Height
h/d

Per Cent
Energy
Reflected

str o ng
strong
we a k
strong
mod . weak
weak
very weak

0.044
0. 163
0. 180
0. 154
0. 155
o. 174
0. 065

2. 9
20 . 2
l. 34
12 . 7
3 . 49
o. 92
0. 14
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ation when it is most needed, i.e., during conditions of the highest imposed waves. It should
be noted that the values of coefficient of transmission for the longest and shortest wave lengths
shown on Fig. 34 were obtained for relatively
low wave heights, hence are somewhat greater
than would be the case if they were obtained
from measurements of wave heights comparable
to the other data of the figure.

face value and . as discussed previously, this
condition implies small reflection coefficients.
In conclusion, it should be remarked that the
amount of energy dissipated by the four barriers was in the range from 50 to 60 per cent
of the imposed wave energy for all wave lengths
except the two shortest , thus the over-all effect of the barriers is but slightly sensitive to
the wave length-barrier spacing ratio, as shown
in Fig. 34.

Conclusions:
3. Effect of Wave Height on Barrier
Performance.
A series of measurements was made with
the series of four barriers and a wave length
of twice the barrier spacing in which the wave
height was varied over a range of two to one.
These results, as presented in Table IV, confirm the general conclusions of the analysis,
the relative energy dissipation exhibiting a direct dependence on wave height.

This investigation of submerged barriers
has considered only their performance under
conditions representative of a prototype installation definitely removed from the breaker zone,
such as would be encountered in establishing an
artificial harbor. An investigation of the performance of submerged barriers in or near the
breaker zone, a condition that may be encountered in providing protection for amphibious
landing operations, is reported in Ref. 24.
Since any gain in wave protection, whether due
to energy reflection or dissipation, must be
paid for in the form of increased horizontal
forces which must be resisted by the barrier,
a further limitation of the present study is that
investigation was made of only relatively low
barriers, corresponding to a compromise between effectiveness and operational feasibility.
With the restrictions imposed by these limitations, the following conclusions are reached:

The relative reflected wave energy appears
to exhibit an inverse dependence on wave height
also, but it is believed that this is a corollary
of the direct dependence of wave dissipation on
wave height. Thus, if the relative amount of
reflected energy is independent of the wave
height as predicted by the theory, it will still
appear to be reduced as the amount of dissipated energy increases, since each barrier
then reflects a smaller amount than previously,
but the net relative reflected energy is taken as
the ratio of the sum of these progressively
smaller partial amounts to the original imposed
wave energy. The last column of Table IV illustrates this point by showing that the ratio of
reflected to the difference of imposed and dissipated energy is a constant and independent of
the wave height .

1. Submerged barriers reduce the energy
content of waves transmitted across them by
both reflection of a portion of the imposed energy and by dissipation of a portion of the energy through the mechanism of fluid turbulence.
For barriers whose top elevation is not close
to the surface, the amount dissipated is of much
greater magnitude than that reflected.
2. For barrier heights below some critical
value, which appears to be approximately two -

It must be remarked that the indicated performance is indeed a fortuitous characteristic
of submerged barriers, since a given installation gives the greatest degree of wave attenu-

TABLE IV. EFFECT OF WAVE HEIGHT ON
BARRIER PERF OR MANCE
Four Barriers,
Relative
Wave Height,
h/d

0. 116
0. 139
0. 154
0.225

s

d

=

L

5; d

=

10

Ratio: RePer Cent Per Cent Coef. of
Trans- flected to nonEnergy
Energy
dissipated
Reflected Dissipated mission
Et:1ergy
13.4
13.3
12. 7

9.2

40 . 9
48.0
44.3
60.0

0. 676
0.622
0. 652
0.555

0. 23
0 . 25
0. 23
0.23
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thirds of the water depth, the amount of refleeted energy is negligible, and varies slowly
with barrier height. For barrier heights above
the critical, the reflected wave energy is appreciable and increases rapidly with barrier
height to a maximum of approximately 100 per
cent of the imposed where the breakwater projects through the surface and is not overtopped.
3. The dissipative energy loss increases
directly with barrier height up to a maximum
where the barrier height is such as to cause
wave breaking. For barrier heights above this
optimum, the dissipated energy should decrease
since the reflected energy loss is now a major
factor, with the end result that for barriers with
sufficient freeboard to prevent overtopping, and
in water depths which preclude wave breaking,
the dissipated energy is zero and the reflected
100 per cent of the imposed wave energy.
4. Since the effect of a submerged barrier
on waves is due to its interference with the water
particle motion, the influence of wave length on
barrier performance is accurately predicted by
consideration of the dependence of water particle
motion dn relative wave length, L/d. Thus, the
horizontal water motion is concentrated near
the surface in deep-water waves, and distributed nearly uniformly across the vertical cross
section in shallow-water wa v es; hence a given

submerged barrier is much less effective for
deep-water than for shallow-water waves, and
produces essentially the same effect on all
shallow-water waves; i.e . , those of L/d greater
than about 10.
5. The fraction of imposed energy reflected
by a barrier system is independent of imposed
wave height, providing the reduction of imposed
wave energy due to dissipative losses is taken
into consideration. The fraction of imposed
energy dissipated by a barrier system is dependent on the wave height , increasing wave
heights producing larger relative dissipative
losses.
6. The fraction of reflected energy can be
greatly increased by a series of equally spaced
barriers "tuned" to the desired wave period,
but such a system will be effective for only a
very narrow band of wave periods. Consideration of the variability of ocean wave periods
suggests the impracticality of this procedure
for operational use . The net effectiveness of
such a series of low barriers, due to both refleeted and dissipative losses, increases approximately in geometric progression, hence
the point of decreasing economic advantage is
reached with a very small number of barriers probably two or three .

SECTION 5

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Validity of Results
In considering the validity of the principal
conclusions of this investigation of mobile breakwaters, it must be realized that the aim of the
project was as much to produce a general understanding of the principles of breakwater (or protective structure) behavior as to evaluate the
performance of some specific proposed devices.
Thus, in many cases, the amount of experimental evidence pre sen ted is small, yet on close
examination it will be found to be adequate to
confirm the theoretical analysis and, therefore,
sufficient to support some very general and important conclusions.
In connection with the first-named objective,
it will be noted that the bulk of the theoretical
analysis of the problem is of a qualitative nature, and that some important factors in the
arguments, such as the practicality and cost of
constructing or operating certain devices, have
been evaluated on a subjective basis. With due
regard for these imperfections, it is believed
that the analysis is valuable and sufficiently accurate for its intended purpose, since the important conclusions have been based on orderof-magnitude observations; thus, where a proposal has been discarded on theoretical grounds,
it has failed by a large margin.
The experimental measurements with the
pneumatic breakwater and other surface -current
producing systems were also of a qualitative or
semi-quantitative nature, but here again, the
agreement of the observations with the general
provisions of the analysis is excellent, and the
margin between what could be considered successful operation and indicated performance is
so wide that there can be no doubt of the validity
of the conclusions regarding the usefulness of
the pneumatic breakwater .
The main features of the theory and experiments concerning the effect of a uniform opposing current on the transmission of surface waves
are both exact and in excellent agreement. The
one aspect of this matter, which was not completely investigated, was the possibility of partial energy reduction by a current of lower-thancritical velocity due to the increased frictional
losses in the current region. The theory does
not consider this factor, but the experiments indicated that such a phenomenon did occur under
certain conditions . However, the current velocities for which evidence of appreciable energy

reduction was observed were very high - a iarge
fraction of the critical velocity - hence, subject
to the same disqualifications as the critical velocity current flow barrier.
The investigation of submerged barriers was
restricted in the scope and range of variables
studied, and this part of the study is by no means
to be considered complete. Within the limitations named, the analysis and experiments have
defined the limits of operation which may be achieved and have indicated the relative effect of
the major variables. The next step in this investigation is the development of- improved
mooring systems, since this factor will ultimately determine the degree of protection that
can be obtained from a submerged barrier; such
an investigation was not properly a part of the
present study.
Conclusions
The following principal conclusions ar·e presented to summarize the general analysis of
breakwater performance which constituted an
important aspect of the mobile breakwater investigation:
1. Energy may be abstracted from a given
segment of a wave train, with resulting reduction of wave ampiitude in the lee of the affected
region, by the processes of reflection, interference, or refraction; or by the production of
fluid turbulence or by a wave motor . The processes of reflection and refraction divert the
imposed energy away from the sheltered region;
in the process of interference the imposed wave
energy mutually cancels with that of a secondary
wave system; the production of fluid turbulence
converts the energy of wave motion to that of
random motion, and ultimately, to heat; a wave
motor converts the wave energy to mechanical
energy.
Of these five mechanisms, only reflection
and the production of turbulence appear feasible
as the basis for mobile breakwater operation,
since relatively simple devices will operate on
these principles providing sufficiently strong
and rigid mooring systems are provided. Refraction requires such large-scale alteration
of submarine topography that artificial means
of accomplishment are impractical. Interference requires the generation of a secondary
wave train, and any device to produce this would
certainly be more complicated than a reflecting
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barrier, while subject to forces of the same
character as a simple barrier. Similarly, a
wave motor would be subject to forces of the
same magnitude as a barrier, and in addition
would be mechanically complex.
2 . The potential efficacy of any proposed
breakwater or wave attenuation system can be
assessed qualitatively by considering the effect
of the proposed system on the flow pattern characteristic of the wave train to be affected. An
important corollary of this approach is that any
device designed to reduce appreciably the energy
content of a shallow-water wave train must affect nearly all of the vertical cross section of
the wave train. It may be noted that the pneumatic breakwater fails in this important requirement .
3. The ·process of wave reflection by a barrier is accompanied by the development of large
horizontal forces and resulting overturning moments which must be resisted by the barrier and
its mooring system. By Newton's Second Law,
the magnitude of these forces is equal to the
time rate of change of the horizontal momentum
of the water particles associated with the wave
motion in the vicinity of the barrier. For total
reflection under shallow-water wave conditions,
the total force per unit length of barrier is the
product of the specific weight of water, the wave
height and the water depth, to a first approximation.
Thus, waves six ft high in a water
depth of 40 ft exert a force of approximately
8 tons per ft on a totally reflecting barrier.
4. The process of wave energy dissipation
under nonbreaking conditions, such as is accomplished by a submerged barrier, is accompanied by the development of horizontal forces
proportional to the rate of change of momentum
of the wave motion, just as in the case of reflection. Thus, reflective and dissipative devices will be subject to the same forces for the
same degree of effectiveness; the maximum,
corresponding to zero transmitted wave amplitude, being the value given in paragraph 3 above.
5 . The process of energy dissipation by
wave breaking is due to an instability of the wave
form corresponding to a high concentration of
energy in the wave crest. This is accomplished
naturally on sloping beaches, but can be induced
only artificially by the addition of large amounts
of energy to the wave train. Calculations for
typical cases, where the energy is added in the
form of a water current, indicate power requirements in excess of several hundred horsepower per ft of wave front.
6. The problem of mobile breakwater design appears to be so difficult that great effort
should be made to determine the exact degree
of protection necessary for successful operation.
Thus, a relatively simple system of protection

may provide energy reduction of 50 per cent,
whereas very elaborate systems will be necessary if the energy reduction must be increased
to 75 per cent, and at the present time it is not
known which, if either, of these would be adequate to meet operational requirements.
The following conclusions summarize the
particular investigations of the pneumatic breakwater, the effect of opposing currents and of
submerged barriers:
7 . The surface current produced by a pneumatic breakwater is the only important factor in
the effect of the breakwater on surface waves,
the effects of the discontinuity in compressibility
and density being negligible.
8. For practical power consumption rates,
only deep-water wa v es (L / d less than about 3 )
can be stopped by surface currents. Since
typical ocean waves of 10-t o 15-sec period ha v e
length-to-depth ratios of 10 or greater in the
inshore depths where breakwaters are likely
to be needed, it is concluded that surface flow
is not a promising mechanism on which to base
a mobile breakwater . An additional serious
objection to the surface current produced by
the pneumatic breakwater is that it consists of
two symmetrical branches, one directed seaward and one shoreward. The effect of the
shoreward current may be as detrimental to
operations in the sheltered region as the waves
themselves.
9. A uniform opposing current is capable
of stopping the propagation of a train of waves,
but for shallow-water wa v es the power requirements are excessive. It is an unfortunate characteristic of the operation of a current barrier
that unless the current is of sufficient velocity
to cause wave breaking . hence nearly total energy dissi p ation, the wa v es propagate across
the current barrier with small loss of energy.
Thus, the current barrier cannot be used to
obtain partial protection with correspondingly
smaller energy consumption . Additional difficulties inherent with current devices producing
flow in one direction only is that they must be
anchored to resist the reaction of the mass flow
they induce and that the source of water for the
current produced can be only the sheltered region behind the device, hence the sheltered region will be subject to considerable current
disturbances.
10. Submerged barriers reduce the energy
content of waves transmitted across them by
both reflection and dissipation . For barriers
whose top elevation is not close to the surface,
the effect of dissipation is of much greater importance than that of reflection, but for barriers only slightly submerged, the two effects
must be more nearly equal in importance . Regardles s of the mechanism of operation, ef-
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fective ~_p-rotection will be obtained only at the
expense of forces exerted on the breakwater
which are proportional to the change of momentum of the flow associated with the wave
motion . Thus an essential requirement for
successful operation of such a barrier is an
adequate mooring system.

11 . The amount of energy reflected by low
barriers is greatly increased with a series of
equally spaced barriers "tuned" to the desired
wave period, but such a system is effective for
only a narrow band of wave periods. The overall effectiveness of such a series of low barriers, due to both the effects of reflection and
dissipation, increases approximately in geometric progression as the number of barriers
is increased. Thus the point of diminishing
returns is reached with a v ery small number
of barriers -probably two or three, and corresponds to a total energy reduction of about
twice that for a single barrier. An additional
advantage of multiple barriers is that since
each barrier contributes but a fraction of the
total effectiveness, the mooring requirements
for the individual barriers are correspondingly
less severe.
12. The fraction of imposed wave energy
dissipated by a barrier is dependent on the wave
height, increasing wave heights producing larger
relative dissipative effects, whereas the fraction of imposed energy reflected by a barrier is
independent of imposed wave height, providing
the reduction in effective imposed wave energy
due to dissipative losses is taken into consideration.
Recommendations
As a consequence of the analysis and experimentation herein discussed, the following recommendations are submitted:

l. No further consideration should be given
the pneumatic breakwater or other types of water current barriers.

2. Future investigations of mobile breakwaters should be directed at further exploration
of the possibilities of submerged barriers and
of floating barriers of the Bombardon type; a
synthesis of these types suggests interesting
possibilities. Of greatest importance in this
regard is the development of adequate and practical mooring systems. The approximate requirements of the mooring system are that it
carry a load of 10 to 20 tons per ft of breakwater
length and maintain the barrier rigidly fixed in
position compared to the scale of motion of the
water. For typical conditions, say waves 10 ft
high and 300 ft long in a water depth of 40 ft, the
water particle amplitudes are of the order of 15
ft, hence, to be effective the barrier must not
move horizontally much more than one or two
feet.

3. Future suggestions for new types of mobile breakwaters should be examined critically
in the light of the general but basic theoretical
considerations set forth in this report before
considerable development effort is undertaken.

4. The maximum degree of surface disturbance which can be tolerated in the region protected by a mobile breakwater should be determined. This information, coupled with methods
now available for estimating the probable characteristics of imposed waves,would permit the
accurate evaluation of breakwater performance
as adequate or inadequate for a specific installation.

